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|
for everything in..

Completely

Rebuilt, re-screened, re-aluminised

Television tubes

Suffolk & midland lead the way;
Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.

Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY

PRICES FROM £4.10.0 EACH— WRITE FOR BROCHURE

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD - MIDLAND TUBES LTD
13 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD
PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.I5

Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT

477 483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER 10

Tel: Colly hurst 4412

REBUILDERS IN THE U.K

um TOAMBITIOUSENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
Is a highly informative 156-page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells

you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification

and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-
tronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division

—

the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dcpt, and
shows you how co qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
WbUnir trior s*e Of erpertenoe. yon cannot afford
to mitt reading tola famous book. 11 you in eararoc
«ta than £30 a track, aend tot 70m oopj of
••ENOIKEKEIHO OPPORTUNITIES" iodat—TREE.

WHICH IS TOUR
PET SUBJECT ?

Mechanical Em..
Electrical eni„

Civil Eniinterlnt,
Radio EnfInetHnt.
Automobile Enf.,
Aeronautical Int.,
Production Ent..
Building. Plaitlca.

Draughtsmanship,
Jeleviiion. etc,

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!

A_aU.Steoh.IL
AJU.C.&

A.H.I.Prod.S.
A.M.I.ML
AJ.O.B,

B.B*.
A.JU.E.R.E.
Citi * Oaliea

0»n_ Cert, of Ednoxuoa
Eto., ate.

tfjUlPMtHT
Banc Practical and Tbeofe-
dc Connet lot betinners in

B*dio, T.V., Reotroniaa,

Eic, A.M.I.E.R.E. CiIt *
Onildi

Badio Amatcon' Bum,
R.T.E.B. CoittBoate
P.M.O. OertlSokta

PiUttoal Badto
Radio &TeIe»ialonS*rriMnt

PTacUoil Eleetrotuot
Electronic! Entine

AutumaUon

INCLUDING
TOOLS !

The lpttialiit Bit*
traniti Dreitien rf
B.t.E.T.

.VOtt' offtri yev a
rta I Iabo*owry train*
tx£ at homt tiirh
practical t^uipmtnt.
Aikfor dtlaiit.

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

Please send me your.FREE 156-page

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

NAME ,

ADDRESS „
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. SE/2D), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

lSti<20),
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD,
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,

LONDON, S.W.I9. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955 and 3513

EKCO FERftANTi L.O.P.T. HOUSINGS. Top half only.
Brand new. Bulk purchase ofler. ONLY 4'4 each. P.P.
I'-, With instructions

REBUILT C.R. TUBES. All makes. All with 12 roths, guarantee.
To the highest possible standards. 12", £2,10, 14% £3, 17*,

13. IS. 19', £4U0. Carr. 8. Ins. 12'6. No C.O.D. C.W.O. only.
This includes 70". 90" . 1

10' types.

ALBA
Trf4I. T044. T724F11. T744FM .. at Mil-
Tti33, TSH». T717 m 60/

BEETHOVEN
Hiiv;. biob, aos ui M/-

BUSH
TV38. TVSti, TVS7. TVCSS, M.M. TUG3S. TV82, TVCj. I \ ,-

TVIIT, TDOOSi U60, Tl 069. TSese no supplied at UuerU
ouiy at 30/-

COSSOR
RITA, 880, 0:!1, 933 M:t4. 935. »3 ;. MS, »StA, 93WA ,. tit 58/-
048, W-. iMt-'A. !)4Ji 'J4 1. [»-lu .. .. . W SP/8
9411. UMB, 1*43 .. .. 111 001

DECCA
l)\IL. miii'C, DM*, SHI, IMM/C, DM3. DM14, DM17, 4U. 533 at, 68/-
DM33. I)M4li. Li.Uu3, UMiW .. .. .. .. M 58/8
DW'JIC, UafUsil ui. 70/-
DtlttC, DRIP, BBGTY777, SEi";TV6-'« .. at 79/rt

DYNATRON
TV3U, TVS.i ai 48/-

icaoft, Tusw, raw i, Taaj Tsst t-jsif. t84«, Tests*
J1 :•;; 1, T2S3. T-2S4. T-29S, T3U, T31fi, TGOSlfl, T8S8, T*fT,
JS30, T331IF. 133 1 ju 48/

.

T.MIWJ. 18*4, T;<4IF, T94B, T34SK, TJ», TC3la. T313 T313F
at 66/-

BMERSOM
E70U, E701, K7CM, E708. Port-O-TUma 15707 . . .

.

at 48/-
E709. B710, £711. These are supplied as an exchange imlL Please
>»(*Uil qlil Lma-iir.riiier .. .. ., .. ., .

.

at 48/ -

FERGUSON
4.-.T. S34T at 65/-
103T. 10ST. 11 ST. IS5T, 14'2T. 143T 143T. 990T, 931 T, 99LT
993T, 9941, 9'JiT. 9881, 9il7T. ViSS. 9S9T . at 27/6
S03T, *Jfi4T. -iWT, 20HT. -21 4T. S3-JT. HR, B44T, 24CT

tilT when available .. .. .. " . .. at 30/-
307T, BUT. 317T M 66/

StWT, 3»«T - . . , . at 48/-
4I1P.T. 4IJ&T, 41fiT. 430T, 43ST. 405T. 407T .. ., at 50/ -

fltiu Series 604T at 65/

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S

S.A.E. FOR

FERRAST-
HTS. 14T:t, 14T3F, I4T4, 14T4F, 1413, 14TS.17KS, 17K3F, 17TS.
ITTMF. 17K4. 17K4F, I7K.3 17SK4. 17SK4F. 17K6. 179K5,
I7MK>1 I7T4 17T4F 17T5, 17TG. Thew are 3iippli«1 a* in-ert-

jii it at 30/-
J mi-

1
Tun.', 't'1002/1, TT004. TlOD.n, T10I1 .. .. at 48/-

'I'lul-;, T1023, TWJ4, Ti027 at 66/-

RJJC •
ISftV, UW* .. , „ „ at 48/-
lh7t), 1H7 1, IS7-.!, 1873, 1874, 1878, J876 ,. ,. .. at S0/-

MARCONi
V T !.-.,>, Vl'lilB at, 48/6

MURPHY
vy4»-j3(i -at. 7a/-
V870-2H0 .. at 90/-
Vma-'iW, 330, 350 ., ,. u 73/-
4HI-4W .. .. M 90/-
470-340 at 90/~
II8(»-7.W at 73/-

FETO ;C0TT
USA. TKlrt, 173A. TV1416, 173A, TV1418, T14KJ, T14t9,
TV171B TV1719, TV1720 .. at SOV-
1 ii - i' .irf- ".upplied aa io-ierta only,

PHU.CO
1000, MHO at 73/6
LOIS ». ,. at 7S/-
108a, 10-23 al 78/8

REGEHTONE
TJ », 10-ti, 10-4. 10-17. Insert tauy at MM-

CLTBA
14fla. VF14-5S. VI5-60, V1750, VI753, VI763, V1760 ., at 42/S
WtlT'i-J .. at 42/6
WK1743. V17B3. V1784, T21-50, YSl-SQ, TiltiO ,. .. at 80f-
vj r-VU. V 17-71. V17-7:;, V17-73, V17-74, 'Y17-73 .. at 63/«
VWmi. V17-S1, V17-82, V1783 at 42/6

VJ9-S4, V19-83 at 80/-
V43-80. V'23-A4 at 66/-

. AND S COILS NEW AND USED. PLEASE SEND
QUOTATION

TELEVISIONS—EX-RENTAL. All B.B.C. I.T.V. I4in. from £4.10.0. I7in. from
£7.10.0. 21 in. from £12.10.0. All with written 12 months GUARANTEE on
Cathode Ray Tubes. GENUINE BARGAINS, CALL OR WRITE TODAY.

VALVE LISTS—NEW VALVES, ALL
GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS.

CHECKED ON
POSTAGE AND

5U4G 5 '5

SZ3 5'3

6BG6.G 6'S
6SN7GT 3'-

*SV6 S'6

I0CI 7'6

I0C2 10*-

I0FI 2'6

I0PI3 *'-

I0PI4 9>6

I9BG6/G 6'-

20OI 4'-

20F2 4'6

20LI 10'-

20PI 7'6

20P3 *'-

20P4 10'-

27SU I0'6

30CIS 7'*

30P4 7 '4

30PI2 5 '6

30PL1 6'6

30PLI3 7'6

DAF91 6'. ECH42 7'6
DAF96 8'- ECHBt i'i
DF9I 7'. ECLSO' 5'-

DF96 8'- ECL82 7'-

DH77 4'9 ECL63 7 '6

DK9I 7'- ECL8S 8'6
DK96 8'- EF4I 6'3
DL92 5'- EF80 2 '6

DL94 &- EF85 4 6
DL96 8'- EF86 6'6
DY86 5'- EF89 T6
EABCS0 6 '6 EF9I 2'.
EB9I
EBC4I

2'-

S'6
EF92 3'4

EBFS0 S'-
EF4I 7'*

EBF39 5'- EL84 6 6

tcesi 4'- EM34 T-
ECC82 4'- EM8I 5'.

ECC83 4'i EY5I 5'-
ECC84
ECC85
ECFBO

S'-

S'6
5'-

EY85
EZ40-4I

6 -

S'6

ECF82 5'6 EZ80-8I 5 6

ECH21 9'- GZ34 8'6

MULLARD HIGH SPEED TESTER, AND
PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.

PABC80 S'- PY80O 6'-

PCC84 6<6 PZ30 6'-

PCC89 6'6 U24 10'-

PCF80 6'6 U25 10'-

PCF82 6'6 U26 10'-

PCF36 6'6 U19I 9'6
PCL82 T- U301 9'4
PCL83 Ti U801 IS'-
PCL84 7'6 UABC80 5'-

PCL85 7'6 UAF42 4'6
PL33 7'- UBF80 4'4
PL36 6'6 UBF89 7'-

PL38 10'- UCC84 7'-
PL8I 7'-

PL82 3'-
UCC85 7'-

PL83 4'6 UCF80 7'-

PL64 6'- UCH42 6 '4

PY3I 4'6 UCH8I 8'-

PY32 8'- UCL83 9'4

PY33 10/- UL84 4'-

PY80 3/4 UUB 9'4

PY8I 4'4 UY4I S<-

PY82 3'4 UYBS V-

We are open 9 a.m. to 4 p. in, Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday- 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday- Closed all day Wednatday

Send S.A.E. for free list of valves.

TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D,, Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S Coils, V-. C.O.D. 5'-,

SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ! ALL MAKES AND MOD.ELS 4'-, P.P. 3d.
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

EXPRBSS SERVICE
38 CHALCOT RD.. LOUDON. N.W.I

MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS

O.O.S, rpRDEKS RECEIVES BY 3.36 P.M. E1THI
All goods

. * Output 850*. al ' amp.

BY LETTER. PHONE OB WIRE. DESPATC Nearest cubel . Primrose No larger than a ibirl button

SAME AFTERNOON r-t3.it. c,m adwercisea are gnu.Chalk Farm
| m s[ock

7/ S eaca

OA9 4/6f6CH6 6/- lOLDU 9/8 : 3M.U1 8/3
8/3 861603 6/-

MM 61- BCH81 u/» i;i.i.sc 13/B! KTW«3 5/8 PL8J 8/9 tm 8/eiI.'KH8 »/- 0.478 3/-

OH'J 8/- BUW4 24/- 1UPI3 1>,M7H 5/- E€H8S 6/6 EM.34 11/6[.UBJ)4 7/8 PLW 5/3 OTS 7/b 1 PBS 6,/- OASi 3/-

OJMQT 4/3 1 111)3 B/B 10PM ll/e h
>l6\V4 4/8 DM7I S/fl BCH84 9/8 RM71 16/6 r MB LI) 613/

8

IT.-:. 0/- &5I 7/. 1 LI, 7/8 Ot.lH 36/-

ILi.: e/amri a/6 isacm a/a aasaj ib/3 !'Y-:j a/fi I'll -.11 8/- ESI80 8/3 i MUl^iI4 4/0 l*L84 6/6 i:33 13/t 1 '.li as/s ocas 23/-
IK:. 4/- Ht' 1,1 3/8

S/e,rtF-Ja 6/3
13AIM 8/6 30SMHT 4/6 DY87 8/- : LK l/8 mill 7/- N;i7 10/8 PLatH) 15/S trss 16/6 P 1.4 11 8/6 1 01 '.'", 18/-

liABti 8/- isaiii 6/9 EaOP 24/- [

•

.

9/6 in-:.; 6/9 . -S 7 b »$/. PM84 8/3 L'37 28/- , L L84 6/- OC2ri 8/-

IT! 2/8 OKM 9/6 l'2AB7 5/- S«U."i 6/6 ES3P1

84/- s/e \m<; 8/S Nlos 38/2 PX4 W- 145 15/6 1 M-i . 23/-

iu»t 5/S|Bj7U 4/6 ta&BS 10(9 MHJS 6/8 B88OC 10'- BFS3 8/b BM8J 7/L W 10/- l'l::l ;/- LTti 4/t CMS4 16/ 10 |OL"J9 16/6
•4\: 3/- DKTU 1/3 L2AT6 4/6 5UL60T 6/3 EliJK 19/e BF3« 3/3 EN 31 10/- PABC80 0/8 PY32 8/t L191 8/6 LMMi a/3 . urso 8/6

6/0 UKSl.: 3/3 t&xva 5/9 72 e/6 KASO 1/b EF37A 6/- EYJl 5/9 L '*it 3/8 PY33 8/6 13SI n,- DOM 31/6
A- .iK.ii;T-MS/S uAVa 6/8 -1 a- e/e EABC60 5/9 EF40 B/8 BYSi 7/3 PC88 10/3 I'Vmi 5,- L-J^'J 12/3 1 I

- 11/6 OC41 8/-

3M 4/8 IKBi 24/- I2BA6 5/9 li' A'. B7/8 EAi'4a 7/6 KF41 b/6 i:\ -m B/3 l*':SJ< 9/6 PYdl 5/- rsiji 11/6 L'YIH 10/3 0144 4/9

1 s/a Bjd 10/- I-'UES 4/8 80AV 67/6 EB34 1/- Et'J-J 3/8 EYH4 8/6 PC95 B/9 PY8L» 4/9 ;. 4", 6/- 1 YJ1 7/B OG4ii 4/9

ka«n a/e ULOGT "/- J-2BH7 8/- 00C1 16/- EB41 4/E KV90 WEV^i 5/E PC97 6/9 PYSa 5/fi L"K01 16/3 CY41 5/- OC86 28/6
. t/t at mm a/a 12K5 10/-

7/3

&CIUU 42/- EB91 8/3 EFWU •;/- r..>> 8/9 i'l 1 :.S4 a/6 PY88 7/8 L140H0 b/L IY63 bh ocae 36/-

,".\4U ft. alis io/- isiAija wcn 43/- B8G&3 6/- EFM 8/9 K11II 3/- fri^;, tl/9 I'YrlOO 6/- L'ABCJJf) 5/- \P4 14/6 OCTfl 6/6

\ 301 - ;

fa OLtWO fi/6 19HI 6/- imibb 16/ a EBC41 6/8 HF8J 4/8 I'./I.i 5/3 pixaa 10/ti PV801 6/3 rjAJ«4a 7/- V 14 11 12/- 0€71 6/B
BZH a/a (MM 11/8 20DI 10/- IH5BT 34/11 EBC81 5/9 BF8S 6/6 EZ41 6/3 Ptx:s& 8/v. i'KSii 9/6 Li-ill 10/6 \ inn:- 5/6 0<J7'i 8/-

.-i:4(i 7/(i BQ;7U 4/- 30P2 11/3 H(lt;A lg/

8

f.BVBQ 5/8 eps a 4/- l'Z".:l 3/9 P<X:1SH 10/8 QV04..7 71- UBC41 6/3 V til Gil 4/8 OC73 16/-

BA8 Hi BR.7G 5/8 2014 13/8 6763 7/6 EBP S3 7/3 F.Pftl a/- EZ*1 4/6 I'CFhtj 8/B H1U 15/- l.Et^J 6/3 W1U7 10/6 0074 8/-

•JAC7 if. 0SL7OT 5/3 iOPl 1-216 :•.. eg EBF39 6/- SFft! 3/6 0238 17/

C

pcafw 8/3 U17 17/8 UBF80 5/6 W78» 17/6 OC75 s/-

;ai;, a/a B8H7G*r 4/- J0P3 12/- Acai>EK4/e EBL21 10/6 lira: 4/8 C7/.A 10/- P'.'KS4 8/B BIS {J/6|UBFS9 a/s .\41 10/-

7/8
OC76 8/e

UUM a/s trt.'4GT 8/6 uei'4 13/6 AU31 8/6 BOSS 12/6 aam 10/- t;Z37 14/6 PCFS8 7/9 RIM B/HL'BEai 10/9 X.Sli OC77 18/-
oato us BViiG 3/9 20F5 12/3 A/lt. 8/6 EC70 4/9 Bvea 10/- liABCSU 9/3 PCF801 10/- WP41 8/.UCS8 8/8 X7H 20/e OC78 8/-

UU4 s/a 6X4 8/9 'JoLli 4/9 B3*l 4/fi pqaa fig BSF183 71- HL411>D PCFS02 10/- sp.ii 8/- i. CL.-J 8/8 X79 27/- OC81 4/-
dAve a/a 8X6QT 4/6 J-3Z4tT 7/- cua n/a ECC31 7/3 BF184 V- 18/- PCF80SW/6 mm 87/2 Decaa 8/6 Y«» 5/- OOSLD 4/-
6BAH tyj 6/30L2 9/- -JaZtiOl 8/- CIO 5/8 ECC40 7/- BP84M mk UL421)i> PCFS0617/8 T4l 8,- ucrm 8/9 ZBii 7/3 ocaa 10/-

ffiM «i 7IW 12/6 27dt: 23/3 DAM8 8/. ECC81 3,6 B1I9U fi- 12/- 1'CLs-.' 6/6 [•H4! Ifl/- L"CH-»1 8/- TtQtntiitor* Ofas a/-

gKMO. 13/8 TB7 9/8 - 10/6 IUJ41 to/e FSCC33 1/6 EK.;ci ns BQRSM SS/- Pi I.Vi 9/8 TBS3S 6/8 UCH42 SI- Md irt.u"... OC84 8/-

i;bu.j 5/3 703 8/- aOFS l/fl OK06 18/- ECC83 4/6 El.:t:i C/8 BVBS 8/3 pci.m m r\>6i 11/8 DCB8J BIL AFlfW 87/6 OC170 8/6m 7C8 6/9 30FL1 8/3 D9M C/- ECC84 5/8 BL34 S/8 HVR&i 8/9 PCL&5 7/6 L' 1 B 8/- crcLaa 7/9 API 14 11/- OC17I 8/-

0Bt,7A m 7H7 5/9 SOLI* 9/S IJ11»7 10/- ECCS5 6/9IEJ.:«i iifi KTS3C it- PI'ESii 8/9 U14/14 7/6jl"CL$3 8/- A1-TI,> 10/6 0<:F71 17/8
BBB7 m 7R7 18/6 38P4 12/3 DK101 257- UCC38 8/9 EL4L 7/3 KT.W 2911 PEN43 7/- (.lit! 18/- CF41 e/e Al'118 10/- MAT IO0 7/9
lilsas 87; 7Y4 51- 301'1'i 7/6 D1U071B/11 ECC91 3/- K1A> 7/a KT41 7/6 PElN-irilUJ 018/90 B/6ILF41! 4/fi AB117 6/6 MAT101 8/6
BBWfl ifa oews 9/8 30P19 18/3 DKBJ 3/- ECC18911/6 F.LKl 8/3 Ki'44 6/- 18/- U88 5/0 0T80 6/3 OA70 a> .MAT 130 7/9
fiBwr ;./-

to/a
HOI 8/8
IOC-2 12/8
«un io/-

SBPL1 9/6
30PL13 9/8
30pr.l4 18/6

dku« e/e
m,n« is/'
DISS 16/-

r!CP8a 6/0
ECF83 8/3
ECFS8 11/6
El'1121 9/-
ECH35 6/3
K(-'H4-2 &l-

i ln:j

El.?, 1

sua
BMfl
EL01

e/am
:/i

S/B
5/6

Rir.i
KTiiS
KTlW
B 1 88
BZTWft

6/9
3/9
12/3
28/-
4/t,

5/6

PBS46 4/-

PBNSSSIO/B
PFi 801 BJB/a

FUI 01-
PL^.i 9/.
!'].:> 16/-

LTS4 12/a!UF8S 6/9 OA73 y. HAT18 i s/e

8C9
aco6a All Hoods are now linsx- ctitulity

iub}eot to makers' full euaiwitw
luaiHiiaoturers' seooaia* ^r Pefeot

brands only
We do not b.

«. whii'h iit

and
Hull-

I'ci-jjj-

,

f bofithess:—Cash nrlih order Of C.O.D. nnlv ojtcrj

Postoce/FaiJcliiij 6d. per item. Orders over £3 post BLM K'l AS'li'.
dewnbed as ~*new una bttftao bin whicb have &
luilil pd arid niirelia iifJ

IMMI iH transit (or only &). extt*. Alt orders We reauirc tor prompt cub settlement at) ivpei ol over 1WW 1 valves tu -tnally in stock, witb resiitor*.

despa&cbod on dav of receipt. Callers welcome Talres. Ioo» or boxed, but MUST be new. Ofltti .ori.len-er^. trausiormefs. tiucropbonfa* speakers.
Moo.—Fri. a130-5.80. Sa J!. 8.30-1 p.QL made bv ceimn. metAj rectltiem nitb trnni 0/ buJdnrs*. 5d. post free.

nfirt

BUILD
acumpfete

TRANSisrowseo
C.CTMCAMERA!

Buy it and build it in easy stages with the famous BEUKITS

—

Kit No. I £18.17.6. Spec principles of vidicort tube, scanning

assembly and optical system diagram. Kit No. 2 £16.10.0. Printed

circuit board and assoc. components, circuit, diagram, layout

instructions and Manual. Kit No. 3 £8.0.0. All transistors and semi-

conductor*. Kit No. 4 £6.0.0. All metal work. Plus 7'6 P. & P.

for each kit. (Kits cannot be spirt. Instruction Manual cannot be
supplied separately.)

SAYE MONEY
and buy tire Combination
Kit com prising Kits 1-4

for

Get more out of it

with a genuine

BEUKIT

!

ONLY

£40
P, & P. 76

... or factory assembled and tested with lens and vidicon

79 Cm. I" f/1.9 TV lens £13.19.0. Experimenters type vidicon

tube I0667M £12. Large. S.A.E. for free literature. Trade terms

en request.

BEULAH ELECTRONICS LTD., Dept. PTV
126 Hamilton Road, Weit Norwood, London, S.E.27

Telephone: GlPsy Hill 6166 (PBX)

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT
STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180/265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details. Conditionar' Free Trial

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now ,.. £5. 0.0"] For
14" to 17" now ... ... £5.10.0 ^Single
2T now £8. 0.0 J Tubes

ALL C.W.O.—TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers—Reducing to:
12"—87'6; 1

4"/
1
7"—97'6; 21"— 1 47 '6

FREE Pass, transit & Ins. anywhere in British

Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OP VALVES
(Guaranteed II months I

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390
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COLOUR CHAOS
As these words are being written, EBU delegates are

assembling in Vienna for the long-awaited conference
on standards for European colour TV. We have no
gipsy blood, nor are we clairvoyant, yet it seems safe

to prophesy that the conference will achieve nothing
much more than to widen the existing gulfs between
member organisations.

The conference, in fact, seems doomed before it

starts—as it probably was on conception, following

the 1963 tests which exposed the near-impossibility

of reaching a satisfactory agreement.

The technical aspects are certainly complex. Yet
these are the least formidable hurdles. For the whole
problem has been taken out of the laboratory and
thrown into the political arena.

The UK, with Holland, favours NTSC (see P.T.
report last month), the French can see nothing but
SECAM and the Germans, PAL. The cases for

"national" systems and the attacks on rival systems

have been bitter and emotional rather than scientific

and detached. The French and Germans are stub-

bornly entrenched.

One factor which could have resolved the stalemate

has now disintegrated into dust. The Russians were
at one time apparently sold on NTSC. But the

international political climate has changed again and
recent events have made it politically "undesirable"

for Russia to support an American system. Russian
support for SECAM is now the official line and the

Eastern bloc will unquestionably follow sheep-like to

throw their votes in the same direction.

There is not even a crumb of satisfaction to be
gleaned from the announcement last year that if no
agreement is reached in Vienna, we will "go it alone".

For our domestic political scene has also changed and
there is no guarantee that the present Postmaster

General will authorise what his predecessors would
have done.

Looking at it from any angle, it's a very sorry mess

!
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T E LE TO PI C S

New Equipment Improves Space TV
^TELEVISION pictures from the latest Russian manned space

flight, which was marked by cosmonaut Leonov's exit from
the craft, were transmitted on a different line standard to previous

links, and accounted for the improved reception.

Instead of the ten frames per second and 400 lines system which
had been used up to then, Russian technicians established a
" cosmovision " link on 625 lines with a frequency of 25 frames
per second. Improved ground and spaceship station equipment
and more powerful transmitters resulted in much clearer pictures
for the terrestrial viewer.

FIVE MORE STATIONS FOR 66C-2
TOURING the last four months of this year, five more stations

will begin transmission of the second BBC television pro-
gramme. These new transmissions, along with the increased
power of a permanent station at Sutton Coldfield, replacing the
present temporary station, and the existing Crystal Palace trans-
missions will bring BBC-2 within reach of a total of more than
26 million people.
The new transmitter at Wertvoe will be opened in September.

on channel 51. The Winter Hill and Emley Moor stations will
open in October on channels 62 and 51 respectively. Rowridge
will open in November on channel 24 and Black" Hill during
December on channel 46. In each service area, however, there
will be the "shadow areas" which are inevitable with u.h.f. trans-
missions and where reception will be impaired to a greater or
lesser degree by local screening. Relav stations, which will operate
on a different channel and at low power to serve these areas with
boosted signals, will be built once actual transmissions from the
main stations have established their exact location.
The opening date for a new station being built at Pomop Pike

is as yet uncertain, as site difficulties and weather conditions have
hampered work. However,' it is hoped that this station will be
serving the north-east of England not long after the opening of
the other five.

FORTY MILES OF
TV CABLING

This is port of o mammoth wiring job

which /ios recently been carried out at

Tyne Tees Television's enlarged ond
re-equipped City Road Centre in

Newcastle. The photograph shows
vision wiring on the termination panel

of the central camera control, for

which British Insulated Callender's

Cables Ltd. supplied over 40 miles of
cable.

Four New Television Relay Stations
WITHIN recent weeks three

BBC and one ITA televi-

sion relay stations have
come into service.

The three BBC stations, all of
which also transmit the three
v.hi", sound programmes, are
at Lame in Northern Ireland,
Scarborough and Carmarthen,
transmitting on channels 3. 1

ami 1 respectively. At Lame and

Scarborough where horizontal
polarization is employed. 16.000
people and 35,000 people respec-
tively will be able to receive the
improved BBC-1 transmissions.
In Carmarthen, where the BBC
Welsh programme will be trans-

mitted with vertical polarization,

13,000 people will be served.

The ITA station is sited at

Richmond Hill between Douglas

and Newtown on the Isle of Man.
Working unmanned by remote
control, the station receives

Border Television programmes
on channel II and re-transmits

the signal on channel 8. The
signals are horizontally polarized

and should reach approximately

34,600 people in the service area

of the transmitter.
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A Transistorised TV Camera from Marconi's

GRANADA Television Net-
work Ltd. and ABC
Television Ltd. are two

of the first companies to order
the new Marconi mark V
image orthicon camera. This
camera is the latest result of

Marconi's ten years of develop-

ment on the 4Un. image orthi-

con and is said to be the

smallest and lightest camera of

its kind in the world. In the mark
V camera, valves

eliminated by a

transistorized circuit

Granada plan to

camera in their

Studio Centre in

ABC on the other

have been
completely

use the new
re-developed
Manchester,
hand have

ordered 16 cameras, together

with sound mixers, picture and
waveform monitors and syn-

chronizing pulse generators, to

re-equip three outside broadcast

vans.
Apart from their reduced size,

the new Marconi cameras are

exceptionally simple to use and
flexible in operation. Higher
degrees of circuit stability and
reliability have made it possible

to relieve the cameraman of

many of the controls appearing

on standard equipment and to

his benefit too goes the incorpora-

tion of a unique tilting view-

finder, which can display the

picture from the camera, a

picture from an outside source,

or a mixture of the two. A single

zoom lens on the camera removes
the restriction of a number of
fixed focal lengths occurring with
the usual lens turret.

A cameraman's view of the new Morconi transistorized TV camera. At the

top is the camera's unique titling viewfmder, below which are the simple

an off and "talk-back" communication controls.

London Conference on O.H.F. TV
RECEIVER and transmitter

design, propagation, aerials,

parametric amplifiers, and
test equipment are among the

subjects to be covered in an inter-

national conference on "U.H.F.
Television" to be held in London
during September this year.

The sponsoring bodies of the

conference are the Institution

of Electrical Engineers (Elec-

tronics Division), the Institute

of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers, the Institution of

Electronic and Radio Engineers
and the Television Society. The
timing of the conference has
been arranged to coincide with

the Radio Show, which itself will

be, for the first time, international

m scope.

SECAM RECEIVER IMPROVEMENTS
FOLLOWING the recent announcement of the USSR's intention

of adopting the French SECAM system of colour television,

came the claim from the French television industry, that recent

developments make the SECAM colour receiver simpler and
cheaper than any of its rivals.

These developments, resulting in improved reliability and lower
production costs, have been achieved by a reduction in the number
of adjustments and components in each receiver. Amplification

functions, which were formerly separate and which are now
obtained from a single circuit, and new low-cost, mild steel delay
lines have been developed as part of these receiver improvements.

Microwave Link for New Zealand
"VjTCROWAVE link equipment operating between 7,000 and

7,300Mc/s and manufactured by EMI Electronics Ltd., has
been ordered by the New Zealand Broadcasting Corporation. The
equipment will be included as part of an expansion of New
Zealand's television service.

When installed in the Christchurch and Wellington regions, the.

link equipment, along with its associated tower equipment, will

be used to carry both vision and sound signals.
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PART 4 - POWER, FOCUSING, ETC

WHILE it is possible to operate a transistorised camera
from a battery (and this is now made even more feasible

by the introduction of the Ever Ready TV1 heavy duty
battery designed for use with transistor television sets), the
majority of commercial cameras employ a mains power supply.
The vjdicon anodes require low-current potentials in excess

of those obtainable direct from a battery, as revealed in Part
2 of this series, but it has been found that a "ringing choke"
e.h.t. generator using a power transistor and obtaining its

drive signal from the line timebase in the camera can produce
suitable potentials.

The pulse potential so obtained is rectified by a silicon e.h.t.

rectifier and smoothed by a low-value capacitance, the arrange-
ment here being similar to that used for e.h.t. production in

ordinary television sets, but such a high potential is not
needed for the vidicon, ot course.
To ease the initial problem, however, the beginner to closed-

circuit television would be advised to secure the various power
supplies from a mains unit. This need not be very elaborate
and simple, bridge, full-wave and half-wave rectifier circuits,
energised from a suitable mains transformer, can be adopted.
The main factor here is to

ensure that the various supplies
are adequately smoothed, for
mains ripple will otherwise show
up on the picture as dark bands
or patterns.

Power Requirements

The transistors in the video
amplifier and time-base can
generally run from a 25-voIt
source, with p-n-p transistors, the
collectors being negative with
respect to the emitters. Anode 1

of the vidicon can often run at a

potential between 300 and 350
volts positive with respect to

cathode. Anode 2 (the focus
anode can pick up a positive

voltage from the same source, via

a potentiometer labelled "fine
focus control ". The same 300/
350-volt supply can also be used
for energising the target of the

vidicon, via the " target bias

.control ", again a potentiometer.
For the camera tube control

(grid 1) a variable negative poten-
tial (relative to cathode), from
zero to about 100 volts (depending upon
anode potential) is necessary. The potentiometer
used here has a function similar to that of the
brightness control of an ordinary television set,

and on the camera is sometimes denoted "beam
control".
The voltages and feeds applied to the vidicon

are detailed in Fig. 8 in Part 2 of this series. In
addition, of course, a supply suitable for the
heater of the vidicon is needed.
An idea for a power supply providing these

requirements is depicted in Fig. 19. Complex volt-

The

Elements

of Closed

Circuit TV
BY
G. J.

KING

TOn/off

AC switch
| mams I

input £

fig. 19—Power supply circuit for transistorised camera channel.

age regulation artifices are not needed for the
simple system. The mains transformer Tl has a

standard mains primary, tapped as required, a
6.3-volt secondary for the vidicon heater and
probably a pilot bulb and two h.t. secondaries.
One of these has a 25-volt winding (or a winding
to suit the power supply line of the transistor
amplifiers and timebases) and the other a 250-0-
250-volc winding.
A bridge rectifier MR1 is used for the 25 -volt

supply. A suitable rectifier here is the Westing-
house HI30L9000. Two silicon rectifiers MR2 in
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AS promised last month, wc arc publishing a
full report on Band I stations to search for.

In the tables shown, the stations in each
country and, for that matter, each country itself

are listed in order of "probability of reception",
and this sequence is based on my own experiences
and readers' reports from various pans of the
British Isles.

This does not, of course, mean that under all

conditions this is a hard and fast rule; it is only

an indication of what we may expect. Remember,
too, that in the far north and north-west of the

British Isles some of the listed possible tropos-

pheric stations will be unobtainable by this method
but when over 500 mites distant it may well be that

they become Sporadic E stations 1

Band 1 Sporadic E Propagation

Station Country Notes

CHANNEL £2
Madrid 'Nav. Spain

G run ten W. Germany
Van n as Sweden *1 Check
Orebro Sweden Uor
Horby Sweden J floaters

Helsinki Finland

Melhus Norway \ Check for

/floaterGreipstad Norway
Bantiger Switzerland
Nicosia Cyprus Very rare

1 CHANNEL £2A
Jauerling
CHANNEL Rf

Austria

Bydgoszcz Poland
Ostrava Czechoslovakia
Prague Czechoslovakia Rare

floater

Leningrad
Moscow

USSR
USSR 1 Check

Uor
floaters

Minsk
Lvov

USSR
USSR

Budapest
CHANNEL F2

Hungary

Caen Mt, Pincon France Only
Limoges Les Cars France received in

Troyes Les Riceys France North of

British Isles

as sporadic

1

E signals

A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

Station

CHANNEL IA

Mte. Cammarata
Mte. Caccia
Mte. Nerone

CHANNEL E3
Zaragossa
Alicante
Colmbra
SFyn

i Skovde
Sveg
jHelpterbcrg
Uetliberg
Kreuzberg
lilleharnmer
CHANNEL "b"
iGort
CHANNEL R2
Tallin

Kiev
Petrozavodsk
Bratislava

Ceskc Budejovice

Warsaw
Bucharest
Pecs
CHANNEL E4
Guadalcanal
'Bilbao
Barcelona
,'Ostersund

Stockholm
Kobenhaven
Cottbus
Kongsberg
La Dole
Raichberg
Patscherkopfl
CHANNEL IB

Mte. Faito

Mte. Penice

CHANNEL F4
Carcassonne
Nantes Hte.

Goulaine

Country

Italy

Italy

Italy

Spain
Spain
Portugal
Denmark
Sweden
Sweden
E. Germany
Switzerland
W. Germany
Norway

EireU

USSR
USSR
USSR
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia

Poland
Rou mania
Hungary

Spain

Spain
Spain
Sweden
Sweden
Denmark
E, Germany
Norway
Switzerland
W. Germany
Austria

Italy

Italy

France
France

Notes

}Check for
floater

}Check for

floater

\Check for

/ floater

Very rare

Very rare

floater

Very rare

Check
for

floaters

Check for

floater

Very rare

8l9possible
Received
as a spora-

dic signal in

North of

British

Isles.

NB. Verti-

cal polari-

zation
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Band 1 Tropospheric Propagation

Station Country Notes
CHANNEL £2
RuiseTede Belgium 62Spossible
Bremen Olden- W. German/ Rare

burg -

CHANNEL ¥2
Caen lit, Pineon France All 819

possibles

Check for

floaters
Limoges Les Cars France Check on
Troyes Les Riceys France: regional

- - program-
mes (noon)

CHANNEL E3
Liege Ougree Belgium Now 625

possible

Rare
except in

E, Anglia
CHANNEL E4
Leprk Holland
CHANNEL U
Nantes Hts, France 8 Impossible
Goulaine vertical

polariza-

tion

All the stations given in the two published lists

have been received in the British Isles "at various

time?.. In addition to the stations mentioned in

these lists, there is a "mystery" concerning certain

Yugoslavia transmitters variously reported as

being received on both channels, E2 and E3.

^ rt,>

-J % '^\Wfc *<*..

EARS BACK

(From "Practical Television", May, 1935)

THE headline story of April 1935 has a familiar
ring. A scare campaign seems to have been
launched by the newspapers to the effect that

set makers would stop production of radio sets to
concentrate on TV sets for the new high-definition
servjee. . One of the weapons used to counteract
this damaging and ill-informed campaign was the
the issue of posters to radio dealers and statements
in local newspapers by the radio industry. So the
" your set will soon be obsolete " line we know so
well goes back quite a few years!
One curious topical aspect was the fact that

although the public would soon be wanting
receivers, there were no regular high-definition
transmissions" and so the set makers had very little

facility, for conducting experiments and field tests.

In the leader, P.T. says " Even when the tele-

Tiwon programmes do -arrive, the normal (radio)

READERS' REPORTS
Rather few station reception reports this' month

as most of our correspondence has been about
technical matters rather than DX logs, and this of
course is due to winter conditions.
Mr. A. Miller of Catterick Camp, Yorkshire,

turned -in an. excellent log for .the previous month,
more than 30 stations apart from the British Isles,

and including the USSR, Denmark, Sweden, Italy,

Spain, W. Germany, E. Germany, Holland, Fin-
land, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Belgium and
France.

Special Request

We are hoping to start a new series of informa-
tion pages which will deal each month with, one
particular European TV" service. Each month Will

give all "the useful, data on the service being des-
cribed, including details of the Test Card .and
opening captions. The publication of Test Card
photographs is unquestionably of great importance
particularly to the lesser experienced DX'cr. And
tiiis is where we appeal tin everyone interested in

TV DX.
.

To ensure we nan give full and comprehensive
coverage, Would any readers who have really good
Test Card and caption photographs please let us
Harrow- them in order to prepare printing blocks
from them? All pictures (and preferably neea
lives) will be returned safely after use and the
owners of photographs used in the magazine will

bf duly acknowledged.
We would be very grateful indeed for any

assistance in this direction, -and we hope vou wUl
all rally round!

programmes. will not be abolished.,. ', The present

method of broadcasting will continue for some
time *\ And is still doing :quite nicely today. despite

nationwide TV coverage!

It is easy to be wise after die event, but we were
diverted by an article (which,. it is fair to say, had
a disclaimer from the Editor) in which the author
questioned whether the c.r.t. was a superior method
of display. • The objections lay in the future. On
colour the . author writes " it will always be impos-
sible to make a fluorescent screen which will glow
with different colours under the influence of .an

electron stream." The diree-gun . tube seems so

obvious to us!

From overseas we read of German-, sets (1 80-line)

selling at £30 and the start of experimental high-
definition TV in France.
An interesting trade item told of double-track

gramophone records for use by dealers to demon-
strate television! The special pickup

|
fed the

respective signals to the vision and sound receivers.

And, even though its days were numbered, many
companies continued to advertise 30-line mech-
anical equipment. An average price was around
60/- for the disc receiver and 10/- for the optical
unit.

. Finally, from a discussion of possible . nouns . for
TV' " lookers-in " emerged, among * oddities,
" viewer ". As for terms to be. used for the actual
equipment, one of them at least—Cathovisor—was
registered as a trade-mark. We wonder what they
would have thought- of -Goggle -Box? - -
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Amateur Baind Topics

J. Thornton Lawrence describes his amateur station
INTEREST in amateur television with J.

Thornton Lawrence, of Prestatyn, first started

In 1951 with the construction of a simple
television waveform and pattern generator for

servicing purposes.
A flying spot scanner and monitor using a 931

A

photomultiplier and two VCR97 c.r. tubes deflected

by common timebases were constructed in 1955.

A more advanced flying spot scanning system
was built later using two television receiver chassis.

Synchronising pulses for these were derived from
another television receiver receiving the local BBC
transmission.

During 1957 a complete television waveform
generator and vision /sync mixer, was built. This
provided a U.K. 405-line standard waveform.

In January, 1958, an amateur television licence
was obtained with the call sigh GW3JGA/T. .(In

January t»f this year the new call sign of

ti\X'6|GA/T was issued to conform wilh the new
pattern of call sign prefixes for amateur television

stations.)

A 70cm transmitter was constructed using an
832A valve as a power tripler in the final stage.

Although this was only about 10% efficient, very
good results were obtained and on April 13th, 1958,

the first GW amateur television QSO took place

with GW3FDZ/T* at Llandudno, a distance of 18
mile*. F.S.S. pictures were exchanged.
A higher power transmitter was then constructed

using a QQV06/40 power amplifier in the final

stage. Using this transmitter, pictures were
radiated over a 38-mile path to GW3FDZ/T,
located at Nebo. in Anglesey, Portable receiving
equipment was used.

GW3FDZ/T is now in Canada.

The author in his "shock". Apart from amateur TV interest, GW6JGA T is RSG& Regional Representative for North Wales,
president of the University College of North Wales A.R.S., committee member of the B.A.T.C. and chairman of

Flintshire Radio Society.
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Fig. /—This diagram represents the present arrangement of equipment at amateur TV station GW6JGAIT.
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Fig. 2—A b/ock diogram of the

stages of the vision transmitter.

During 1959 a joint effort with GW3FDZ/T
produced a vidicon camera using an EMI 10667M
tube.

An interest in amateur colour television

developed after a visit to the 1958 B.A.T.C.
Convention, where amateur colour television was
being demonstrated.
A small field-sequential colour monitor and

colour bar generator were built during 1959-60,

Closed-circuit and over-the-air transmissions to

GW6PCZ/T in Rhyl, four miles away, were made
using this equipment. Results were so encouragin
that a larger colour monitor using a
14in. MW36-24 tube was built.

This unit, which was completed in

1963, proved very reliable in use.

A colour flying spot scanning unit

is now under construction.

S^N

waveform and the vision/sync mixer gives a com-
posite video output at IV level.

The Vidicon camera contains a 10667 tube and
its associated video amplifier. Timebases and
power supplies are contained in the camera control
unit.

The flying spot scanner uses a 7BP7 tube in a

modified Murphy V200 chassis; the 931A photo-
multiplier is followed by a three-valve video
amplifier and cathode follower stage.

The Monoscope camera is based" on the Marconi
BD617 unit and has a test card " C " display. The

Video

RF
amplifier

A2599.A2521

Converter
IN21A,

6J5.6AK5

The present arrangement of
equipment at GW6JGA /T is shown
in.Fig, 1. The waveform generator
provides standard U.K. 405-line

+ • 6J5.6AK5 4

Modified
Bush TV24
R.F. IE Strip

Ekco
TMB 272

430-435Mc/s

Fig. 3—Receiving

set-up.

Channel 3
frequency

equipment
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outputs of all the signal sources are non-composite
video at IV level.

The monitor oscilloscope employs a VCR 139

A

tube and the vertical amplifier has a bandwidth of
3Mc/s with three switched inputs. The mono-
chorme monitor is a modified 9in. Ekco TMB272.
The transmitter is crystal" "controlled and the

final stage (a QQV06/40) runs at 40W input for
peak white. Grid modulation is used for television
and conventional anode and screen modulation for
A3 operation. The equipment is mounted in a 6ft
rack.

A check of the transmitted signal is made using
another aerial and a demodulator stage. The
freouency meter used is a cavity type (ex W.D.
TS184). The receiver set up is shown in Fig. 3.

Several types of aerials have been tried, including
a yagi with mesh reflector, corner reflector and
slot-fed yagis. The latter type is in use at present
and is mounted at a height of 30fr.

The " shack " at GW6TGA/T is in the garage,
where the space is divided equally between
operating area and work benches. Test equipment
includes an Avo 7, Advance signal generator, R
and C bridge and oscilloscope.

The location is about a mile inland, 100ft above
sea level, overlooking the Irish Sea. This gives a
line-of-site path to Northern Ireland in the west
and to Blackpool in the north. The Isle of Man
is included in this arc. Transmissions in all other
directions are virtually impossible due to the
surrounding hills.

Regular tests are being made with G6LJO/T
in Poulton-le-Fylde, near Blackpool, and pictures
have been exchanged over the 40-mile path.

Most of the equipment employs valves but the.

colour monitor has some transistor hybrid circuits.

A transistorised vidicon camera and waveform
generator are planned for the future.

The author standing beside his rack-mounted transmitting

equipment.

The waveform generator and vision -sync mixer.

The camera designed around the EMl
10(67M tube.
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A HIGH GAIN PREAMPLIFIER
TWO HIGH GAIN,
LOW NOISE
CIRCUITS FOR
BAND Ml, BASED
ON THE MULLARD
AFZQ TRANSISTOR

AF/5)
by J. D. Benson

V'Ut/f>

A MEANS to improving reception, whether it

be radio or television, is always welcomed by
the experimenter, professional or amateur.

The Band III preamplifier described in this article

is based on an original design developed in the
Milliard Semiconductor Measurement and Appli-
cation Laboratorv. to whom I am indebted for the
n<.e of ihe data and circuits. The design is

developed around the Milliard alloy diffused
transistor AFZI2, which is particularly suited to
working at Band III frequencies and when used
in the circuits described is capable of high gain
at low noise level. This last-mentioned charac-
teristic is very important if a " clean " picture is

to be obtained.
At this point it should be pointed out that

experimenters who build this preamplifier would
be well advised to use only the MuJlard AFZ12
transistor if optimum results are to be obtained.
U is tempting to use cheap substitutes but at

200Mc/s only a first-class transistor will give
.satisfactory results.

In developing the preamplifier ten different
transistors were used in each configuration. The
gain figures for each circuit represented a very good
average. It will be seen also that two circuits for
the preamplifier are shown, one using grounded
base and the other grounded emitter. The
grounded base circuit gives slightly higher gain but
has a higher noise figure, i.e. 55dB, when compared
with a noise figure of 3-9dB for the grounded
emitter circuit. The reason for the difference in
noise figures stems from the fact that in the
grounded emitter model better matching is possible.
The average gain for the grounded grid and

grounded emitter configuration are 12-5dB and
11-OdB respectively for nominal emitter current of
1mA. The bandwidths for the respective pre-
amplifiers are 2*7Mc/s for grounded base and
5-OMc/s for grounded emitter. It should be noted
that these figures were taken at 200Mc/s; higher
gain can be expected at the lower frequencies of a
number of the Band III transmissions.
The preamplifier is perfecdy stable provided

certain precautions are taken, i.e. the output must
be screened from the input, which is the reason
for the design adopted. It will be noted that the
power supplies are decoupled in the interests of
stability.

Construction is straightforward and should be
carried out in fairly stout copper sheet where
possible. The main chassis should be marked out
in the flat state and drilled and then formed over

a block of wood which has been cut to the inside
dimensions of the base of the chassis. Some
constructors may complete the chassis by fitting

sides and a iid which can" be soldered in position
after final adjustments have been made. The
amplifier would then be protected from damage and
dust.

Transistors must always be protected againsi

heat when soldering is carried out. so in the
interests of safety, where one or more components

220Q +13yWVW O

Fig. I—The Mutlard AFZI2 transistor used in grounded
base mode as a preamplifier.

—v«

220Q 4.12VWW.
r-tg. 2— The grounded errr/fter ctrcutt for the preamp.
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COMPONENTS LIST
Resistors:

Rl 7-lkil R3 \-Bkil

R2 I2kll R4 220U
All 10%iW carbon

Capacitors:
CI l-3pF<Fig. I) 2pF(Fig. 2)

C2 lOOOpF ceramic

C3 lOOOpF ceramic
TCI, 2, 3 3-30pF concentric trimmers

Inductors:
LI 2 turns. Tapped at y turn from chassis

L2 2| turns

Both coils wound to an outside diameter of

fin. with I8s.w.g. tinned copper wire.

Transistor:
Trl AFZI2Mullard

Miscellaneous:
3 single tag strips, 2 coax sockets, sheet

copper for chassis and screen {18-22 s.w.g.)

connecting wire, nuts and bolts etc.

Spigots of TC2 and TC3 sofdered to chassis.
1

3"

-ve +12V

Cattery connections

Fig. 3~
(Fig. 2). The form of construction for LI and L2 is also shown here

Strips of springy brass soldered
to copper screen to noid transistor

have .i common connection with the transistor,

these components should first be soldered together,

leaving a single joint to be made to the transistor.

The last joint should be made using a heat shunt.

The coils are wound and formed so that a
" foot " is made to facilitate soldering (see sketch).

The coils are self-supporting and should be

wound with the diameter of the wire between

turns. Beehive-type trimmers are used for tuning

and to ensure that they are mechanically rigid when
soldered the stem should be pressed into a BA nut

to form a base which is soldered to stem and
chassis.

The transistor must be carefully positioned so

that the screen passes between output and input.

Short lengths of sleeving should be fitted to

transistor leads to obviate short-circuits. The
transistor holder should be carefully fitted to hold

the transistor firmly under normal circumstances.

A refinement would be a simple wooden
made to fit amplifier and supply battery with
on /off switch, and since the current consumption
is very low, i.e. less than 2mA, a low consumption
indicator could be fitted as a precaution against the

amplifier being left on overnight.

Having constructed the ampli-

iJ fier and checked against wron?
connections and unwanted solder,

tuning can be proceeded with.

Starting with TC3, this should be
adjusted for maximum response.

TC2 should next be adjusted for

maximum and lastly TCI. This
procedure should be repeated

until no further improvement can
be obtained, after which the bee-
hive trimmers should be sealed

with wax to prevent movement.

If it is found during tuning
that maximum output cannot be
obtained within the tuning range
of TC2 or TC3 then LI and L2
can be adjusted by separating or
squeezing the turns slightly

together. Separating the turns
increases the frequency range,

squeezing together lowers the

range. If either TC2 and TC3 is

at minimum capacity (open) for

maximum results then the
associated coil requires slightly

stretching until the trimmer wii!

tune the signal in and out.

If these instructions are carefully carried out
maximum results will be obtained. It is important
that first-class components be used throughout if

the best, performance is to be gained.

In conclusion then the experimenter living in an
area of very weak signal, together with local inter-

ference, would be best advised to use the grounded
emitter circuit with its low noise level, whilst for

stronger signal areas the grounded base model
would be most satisfactory. If maximum gain is,

however, required and the constructor is prepared
to accept a slighdy noisier background then the

grounded base configuration is best suited. The

AFZ12 base

Pig, 4

—

Details of the copper screen and transistor clip. .sketch shown is for grounded emitter model.
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WINDING details for all the ri. tuner coils

are given in Table 1; but it should be
observed that since this is an "incremental"

type of tuner a with, limited channel coverage,

the constructor may have to do a little adjustment
if the channels he requires arc not those provided
in the prototype. Channels 1, 3 and 5 are specified

here. The primary of Tl is thu.s 9 turns (channel 5)

padded with two auxiliary inductors (LI. L2) on
the switch, each of four turns 28 s.w.g.

enamelled copper wire. Similarly the oscillator

inductor (L9) consists of four rums 18
s.w.g. tinned copper wire, spaced to tin. length,

and padded with L10 and Lll, which arc

each of two turns 28 s.w.g. enamelled copper
wire. The fine-tuning capacitor VC1 should cover
the channels specified without difficulty, but in case
of need the padding inductors may be adjusted by
spreading out the turns. 'To facilitate such an
adjustment the padding inductors are first wound
nn a iijin. former (a drill) and then slipped off.

They are quite strong enough to be self-supporting
when soldered to the switch lugs.

The Band III padding inductors consist of a \'m.

length of 22 s.w.g. tinned copper wire formed into

a hairpin and soldered direct to the centre of the
switch lugs. Adjustment is by altering the position

of these with respect to the switch by bending up
or down. For the oscillator, smaller hairpins may be
needed, and the size may be reduced by squeezing
the middle of the hairpin with a pair of pliers until
the correct channel coverage is retained. The proto-
type was designed to cover channels 9, 11 and 13.

The writer has not been able to locate a suitable

small turret on sale commercially to the public, but
there may be one manufactured, or shortly to be
introduced. If one is obtained in the near future,

the r.f. tuner will be modified so as the utilise it,

and a note of the design will be published. This
would be much preferable to an " incremental

"

tuner of the type described, inasmuch as construc-
tion would be simplified and modifications (to

change channel coverage) would be rendered very
easy.

In due course a u.h.f. tuner will be designed for

the new frequencies, using Texas GM0290 tran-

sistors.

Setting up the r.f. tuner is hardly practicable,

until at least the sound i,f. amplifier has been built,

and so the "drill" for these adjustments will be
detailed later. As a preliminary, however, it is

worth while to check that the oscillator functions on
all channels—the actual frequency of operation docs
not matter a great deal at the moment. A very good

Transistor TV
by D. R. Bowman

Part Two Tuner Coil

Data and I.F. Unit

way of checking the functioning requires negligible

apparatus and even less skill. All one need* is an

OA70 diode, a multimeter capable of reading
—50>A or 6

—

100mA, and a capacitor of approxi-

mately 200pF.
The diode is soldered to the two capacitor leads

so as to make a loop, and the multimeter leads are

connected across the capacitor as close as conve-

nient to the body of the capacitor. This loop is now
used to search for r.f. output. It may be looped

round a coil, or so placed that a side of the lonp

runs close to the Band III main inductor 1.12.

When the tuner is switched on, a d.c. reading

should be obtained when the loop is reasonably

close to L12. The same loop can readily be used to

detect the presence of unwanted oscillation, ~nd
this should be done with the oscillator transistor

B— lead unsoldered and the unit switched on, to

check that the ri. amplifying and frequency-
changing circuits are in fact stable. Instability in

these is not a problem with this tuner however, and
in the prototype these particular circuits could not

be induced to oscillate unless something gross were
perpetrated, such as touching a collector lead with

the finger.

I.F. VIDEO AND AUDIO STAGES

The two i.f. amplifiers required for the 405-

line standards are both arranged on a laminate

board measuring 12 x 6in. With these ampli-

fiers are associated—on the same board—their

respective sound output and video amplifying

stages. Separation of the synchronising signals from
the vision signal is accomplished in a separate unit

to be described later.

In the prototype, the printed circuit board was
finally mounted by the use of metal brackets. These
are not shown in the diagrams, but may be made
to any reasonable dimensions from 20s.w.g.

aluminium and bolted to the printed circuit in any
convenient position.

In order to obtain good output with thermal
stability it is necessary to mount the sound output
transistors on heat sinks. These are cut from
20s.w.g. aluminium sheet 2k" square and are

mounted on the circuit board as shown. They may
be earthed if the LFH3 package is used, as the
casings of the transistors are not connected to the
transistors electrically. Cooling clips to mount these
transistors are obtainable from Radiospares Ltd.
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TABLE I

R.F. Tuner Inductors Ail on formers of bake-

lite or polystyrene 0-3in. diameter (as

obtained with the popular canned assembly).

Band I

Oscillator: L9 (Channel 5)4 turns 18 s.w.g. bare

wire spaced to |in. length. V.H.F. iron dust

tuning core (slug.)

Padding inductors LIO (Channel 3) LI I

(Channel I). Both, 2 turns 28 s.w.g. enamelled

copper wire wound on -;%in. dia. drill shank

and slipped off. Adjust by spreading the

turns.

R.F. Inter-stage: Tl (Channel 5). Primary 9

turns of 28 s.w.g. enamelled wire close-

wound. V.H.F. iron dust tuning core.

Secondary, 7 turns of 28 s.w.g. enamelled

wire close-wound, spacing £in. from primary.

V.H.F. iron dust tuning core.

Padding inductors LI (Channel 3) 5 turns 28

s.w.g. enamelled copper wire wound on
y^-in. dia, drill shank and slipped off.

L2 (Channel I) 5 turns wire as above.

L5 (Channel 3) 4 turns. 4 more turns for L6

(Channel I) as above.

Inductances wired on the switch wafers to be

adjusted by spreading the turns. Fixed induc-

tors L9 and Tl (primary and secondary) are

tuned by the iron dust cores.

Band til

Oscillator: LI2 (Channel 13) l^in. length ol 22

s.w.g. tinned copper wire, two strands par-

allel and touching. Adjust by spacing the

strands of wire.

Padding inductors LI3 (Channel II) LI4

(Channel 9) £ir>. length of 22 s.w.g. tinned

copper wire formed into a 'loop' and

soldered to centre of switch lugs.

R.F, Inter-stage: Ti (Channel 13) Primary

3£ turns 18 s.w.g. tinned copper wire spaced

to -j^in. Brass tuning core.

Secondary 2± turns 18 s.w.g. tinned copper

wire spaced to -^in. Brass tuning core.

Note.' The space between the primary and

secondary windings of T2 must be |in. and must

be located so that the primary (connected to

SI A) is above the upper circuit board level,

and the secondary below.

Padding inductors L3. L7 (Channel II)

L4, L8 (Channel 9} ^in. length 22 s.w.g.

tinned copper wire formed into a 'loop'

and soldered to the centre of the switch lugs.

(a) oscillator—adjust the positions of these

hairpin loops by bending up or down
bodily; squeeze centre to shorten wire

if necessary.

(b) others—adjust position on switch by

bending up or out bodily. In extreme
cases adjust length by squeezing centre

as above,

I. F.T.I. Frequency-changer collector trans-

former (Tunes to 27-5 Mc/s).

"Short" can assembly (fin. x fin. X 1$ in.

long).

Primary 14 turns 28 s.w.g. enamelled

copper wire, close-wound.
Secondary - 4 turns 28 s.w.g. enamelled

copper wire, close-wound, wound centrally

on above, spacing—one layer Sellotape. One
V.H.F. iron dust tuning core.

Rjrmer 1?fc
htgh^^ p^

Above -Details of IFTI , and left- 12. Note: C7 should be

wired across 12 "outers" (b and d).
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All i.f. screening cans must be properly earthed
>jo chassis 4-ve) and if the method for mounting as
shown in the inset to Fig. 12 is used, no trouble will
he experienced. It will be necessary however, to
use |in. lengths of 6BA studding (or 6BA grub
screws). Bolts can be used, if fitted from the inside
of the former.

The Sound I.F. Amplifier

The first sound i.f. amplifier stage is very loosely
coupled to the i.f. output from the frequency-
changer, and consists of a two-stage configuration
of high gain in which five tuned circuits are incor-
porated. During the design stage it was found not
a simple matter to obtain a sufficient degree of
coupling in the two double-tuned transformers; if

the capacitance used for tuning was such that the
correct bandwidth was achieved, the coils them-
selves became so small physically, that differences in
spacing them, hardly detectable to the eye had
marked effects on the degree of coupling achieved.
This was. of course, due to the low input resistance
of the transistors. Tapping-down was tried but
again difficulties of reproducibility appeared. Finally
it was realised that by introducing a controlled
measure of positive feedback in each stage, the
damping could be much decreased. This would
enable the tuning capacitance to be decreased, the
coil thus physically comprising more turns, and in
addition, gain and selectivity would be increased.

This was not found to be difficult to arrange over
the two stages which were now all that was
required.

The prototype receiver uses an OC75 audio pre-
amplifier following the detector stage, but gain is

so high that the output transistors are well loaded
with noise alone, at maximum gain—even though
the noise level of this receiver is no more than half
that of a valved receiver of equal sensitivity. In
fact the pre-amplifier stage could well be omitted
if desired. The facility is left in however because
even when no picture at all can be resolved sound
comes through loud and clear, and this is often all

that is necessary for long-distance reception.
In the input stage (L23) matching to the input

resistance of Tr9 is accomplished by a capacitive
tap comprising C47 and C48. Neutralising is by
means of a variable air-spaced trimmer, TC2, which
is adjusted in_ the early stages of setting-up. The
collector circuit of this transistor is coupled to the
base of the next by the double-tuned transformer
i.f.t.3, in which coupling is arranged to be about
0*9—a little less than " critical ". The secondary is

tapped for the base of TrlO to improve impedance-
matching.
A similar transformer couples TrlO to the detec-

tor; the only difference between these transformers
is that a tapped secondary winding is unnecessary.
The working-point of the sound i.f. transistors is

such that compared with those in the vision i.f.

amplifier the input resistance is higher. This is

accomplished by a small change in the base bias
voltage, caused by using a different value resistance
network. Adequate d.c. stability is obtained; the
receiver has been tested only to 45 °C (113°F) but
stability is good. The lowest temperature at which
it has been tested is O'C, and it works quite well at

this temperature also.

The detector is of perfectly conventional design,
as is the noise limiter. The latter does not appear
to be quite so effective with transistors as with
valves, but little annoyance is caused by what
motor-car ignition interference still " comes
through ". An i.f. filter is also provided.
The sound amplifying stages are also purely con-

ventional and the output is the usual class B with
driver. About 6dB of negative feedback is applied,
with beneficial results, but the driver and output
transformers specified will enable some 20dB to be
applied without instability if desired. At least IW
output is obtained. The distortion level is some
5—6% with 6dB negative feedback, and would
decrease considerably with more. Plenty of gain is

available should this be desired. The reader will
observe that the writer is not a "hi-fi" enthuiast!
The receiver is set up in the usual wav, us ins a

signal generator tuned to 3815Mc/s. The neutralis-
ing capacitors TC2 and TC3 are both set at mini-
mum to begin with. As the tuned circuits are
brought into alignment these should be adjusted
upwards in value, until, with the receiver fullv

tuned it is on the verge of oscillation. Then the
neutralising capacitors should be unscrewed a little—about %Q% capacitance reduction—and the
tuning adjusted again. This should be repeated
until reasonable noise ouput is obtained with the
volume control at maximum and no signal input
The noise current in a 3fi speaker should be about
10 to 20mA r.m.s. as measured with a GEC
Selectest meter set to the 75mA a.c. range—connec-
ted in series with speaker and output transformer.

The Wsfofi I.F. Amplifier

It was in the vision i.f. amplifier that serious
problems began to arise in the development of the
receiver. The " tailoring " of the response curve
itself presented no great difficulty, although at an
early stage it was realised that double-tuned trans-
formers would raise problems. There are many
means of accomplishing the inter-stage coupling;
apart from tapped secondary and separately-
damped primary to obtain the proper bandwidth a

combination of tuned transformer with -— coupling
is possible. This had already been used in the r.f.

tuner, and was not difficult to adjust, but in fact
it was yet another adjustment to carry out and to

be avoided if possible. Besides, the possibility of
conversion for 625-line transmission had to be kept
in mind, and if the same inductors could be made
to do duty for the present and the future, so much
the better as this would ease the conversion task.

It was calculated that a minimum of five tuned
circuits would be necessary to obtain an appropriate
shaoe of response curve over the whole receiver,
and that because of the bandwidth required the
gain would be such as to need three i.f. stages.
With the frequency-changer collector circuit
already decided, this left four more; so that if the
experimental and theoretical work had been done
properly (as was hoped ! ) the right response would
be achieved if one entire tuned circuit could be
fitted in somewhere.

It was' when the problem of the sound rejector
was being mulled over that one possible solution
occurred to the writer. As will be realised, the low
impedance at which transistors operate implies that
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Fig. I I—PC3 printed circuit board drawn full scale (copper parts shaded). Components are mounted ot

side of the board, except those shown dotted and 73 and 14 (see Fig. 12). Drilling dimensions for t

transformers should be checked ogornst individual components. The paxolin should be allowed to i

approx. fin. either end of the above template, to allow for mounting brockets. All points markt
(which should include the ieft'hand side of R6I and the lower end of R50) ore soldered connectii

sound traps will have to work at relatively low
impedance, and this usually involves tapping well
down on a coil, especially if it is in a base circuit.

When a coil is already down to four turns or so, an
appropriate tap is hard to secure, and in any case
coupling is then so low that the resulting rejector
has little effect. The way out seemed to be to raise

the impedance level at Which rejection of the sound
i.f. would take place, and this involved fitting the
rejector in a collector circuit, where the impedance
Jeyel is. relatively high.

the +ve foil.

An infinite-rejection type of circuit proved to be
very effective, and when used to couple a collector
tuned circuit to a base tuned circuit not only resul-
ted in a maximum rejection of some 50dB (using
5% preferred-value capacitors and resistor) but
allowed the entire tuned circuit to be fitted

in nicely. In fact, to obtain the necessary
bandwidth in the rejector its rejection capability
had to be reduced to some 38dB, which is

not enough; so a further rejector is used, in the
input circuit to the amplifier, of the simple tuned*



rS Tr5 Tr4

1

tapped circuit variety already mentioned. The latter

gives about 10-1 2dB only, but the total rejection

in the receiver thus amounts to better than 47dB,
which is plenty.

The arrangement finally decided upon is seen in

Fig. 10 at LI 7, L18 and L19 with associated com-
ponents. The rejector is placed at this point in the
receiver, because to put it in the detector stage,

where the signal is of greater amplitude, would
invite cross-modulation between sound and vision

signals (which could never be removed) because of
non-linearities in the working, characteristics of the

transistors. To put it in an earlier stage would have
interfered witb-the layout-envisaged .for- the= 625-line

conversion, but had cross-modulation become
evident in its present position this could not have
been avoided, In fact, cross-modulation is negli-
gible with the present circuit arrangement, probably
because the input rejector LI 5 attenuates the sound
il. signal appreciably and eases matters to some
extent.

Fixed neutralisation is practicable and convenient
in the vision i.f. amplifier, and no adjustment is

called for.

Conventional detection is employed, and the
diode Dl is followed by a video amplifier in the
usual way. In order to obtain effective detection a

moderate value of diode toad resistor i% required,
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and this means that the input resistance of the

amplifying stage should be at least equal to the

diode load resistance required. However, it is much
less when used in the common emitter configura-

tion, and this is therefore an impracticable arrange-

ment.
Consequently, the detector is followed by Tr7,

a transistor in the common collector arrangement,

which provides for a much higher input resistance.

Its output resistance is of course very low, but
matches well enough into the base of the second

video amplifier Tr8 which is arranged to deliver

the necessary voltage drive to the cathode ray tube,

Tr8 is a high-voltage high-frequency transistor.

Because of its low collector capacitance, and the low

input capacitance of the cathode ray tube, a rela-

tively high value of collector load resistance may
be used provided high-frequency compensation is

used. In this circuit, the compensation is wholly in

the collector circuit and consists of an inductance

L22 in series with the load resistor. This is perhaps

not the best system to employ, but it suffices for

the 405-linc transmissions which use a video signal

of 3Mc/s bandwidth.

COMPONENTS LIST FOR 1

Resistors:
RI7 3-3kn R4I IkU
RI8 lOOSJ R42 I00S2

RI9 lOkn R43 I OkD
R20 470Q R44 2-2k£2

R2t IkQ R4S tkil

R22 3-3kU R46 IOOQ
R23 tOk£i ' R47 33fi

R24 lOOti R48 82kn
R25 Ikf> R49 4-7kfl

R26 2-7ki"2 R50 IOkO
r<,27 I00n RSI 4-7W1
R28 I0ki2 R52 39kD
R29 3-3kfi R53 I -Ska
K30 IklJ R54 lOkU
R31 3-3kH R55 I SkH
R32 4-7kH R56 82ki>

R33 IkH R57 470U
R34 4700 R58 I0Q
R35 I80H R59 680O
R36 I2kt2 R60 3-3ki">

R37 220kQ R6I 3313

R38 I00k£2 *R62 3U
R39 2-2kil R63 I SOU
R40 lOkU Alt 10% ±W carbon
* Thrap I0O in parallel

Potentiometers:
VRI 5k£2 wirewound (contrast control)

VR2 IShfi miniature carbon pre-set

VR3 Skil carbon (volume control)

Transistors;
Tr4 OCI7! Tr8 AFI 18

Tr5 OCI7I Tr9 OCI7I
Tr6 OCI7I TrlO OCI71
Tr7 OCI7I TjpII OC75
Trl2 OC8ID ~]

Trl3 OC8I VLFH3 package
Trl4 OC8I J

Diodes:
Dl OA70
D2 OA70 D3 OA70

Miscellaneous;
T3 Driver transformer WO 1 806 (R. F. Gilson

Ltd.)

T4 Output transformer {311 speaker) WO
929/6V (R, F. Gilson Ltd.)

PC3 Printed circuit board (copper clad laminate)
12x6ln.

Long can assembly (0-3ln. dia. former) ,.. 2
Short can assembly (0-3in. dia. former) ... 7
V.H.F. iron dust slugs (purple) 1

1

Standard iron dust slugs 4
0-3in. dia. polystyrene formers ... ... 4
Quantity of 6BA nuts, bolts and washers.
Connecting wire. Two coaxial sockets, etc.

,F., VIDEO & AUDIO STAGES
Capacitors:
CI9 0-OljtF paper

C20 ISOpF silver mica

C2I l500pF tubular ceramic
C22 SpF silver mica

C23 0-0

1

jaF paper

C24 SpF silver mica

C25 1 500pF tubular ceramic

C26 lOOpF silver mica

C27 SpF silver mica

C28 1 500pF tubular ceramic

C29 I SOOpF tubular ceramic

C30 l500pF tubular ceramic

C3I ISOOpF tubular ceramic

C32 !20pF silver mica
C33 1 20pF silver mica
C34 SpF silver mica

C35 ISOOpF tubular ceramic

C36 lOOpF silver mica

C37 !8pF silver mica

C38 I SOOpF tubular ceramic

C39 220pF silver mica
C40 5pF silver mica
C4I 5pF silver mica
C42 8

ftF electrolytic 15V

C43 I OpF silver mica
C44 IfiF paper
C45 0-SfiF paper
C46 5pF silver mica
C47 47pF silver mica
C48 470pF silver mica
C49 ISOOpF tubular ceramic

C50 ISOOpF tubular ceramic
C5I 2SpF silver mica
C52 25pF silver mica
C53 ISOOpF tubular ceramic
C54 ISOOpF tubular ceramic
CSS 25pF silver mica
C56 25pF silver mica
CS7 ISOOpF tubular ceramic
C58 33pF silver mica
C59 8ftF electrolytic 15V
C60 47pF silver mica
C6I SfiF electrolytic I SV
C62 0-0lj*F paper
C63 100MF electrolytic 15V
C64 (OOfiF electrolytic ISV
C6S 16/j.F electrolytic ISV
C66 1 00Qp.F electrolytic 15V
£67 lOO^F electrolytic 15V
C68 0-2fxF paper

Variable Capacitors:

TC2
TC3

2-IOpF air spaced trimmer
2-1 OpF air spaced trimmer
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Fig. 12—Component layout on plain side of" PC3. T3 is mounted on this side, beneath on aluminium screen. Note the

mounting brockets.

Emitter equalisation is a possibility, but if the
process is carried too far the input resistance of

the transistor may become negative, and oscillation

will probably result. If desired, a lOOnF capacitor

across R35 may be tried, but is not really necessary
as the 3Mc / s bars on the test card can be resolved
with the present arrangement.
The network C44 R37 R3S serves to reduce the

d.c. potential of the c.r.t. cathode feed to such a

level that proper control of brightness can be
obtained. C44 must be arranged so as to have the
least possible capacitance to chassis to avoid high-
frequency losses.

Gain control of the i.f. amplifier is necessary, to
enable the contrast of the picture to be altered.

The simple network VR1, C23, R20 in the base
circuit of the first vision stage allows the working-
point of the transistor eo be altered, and sufficient

attenuation is obtained in this way to cover normal
requirements. In areas of very great signal strength
it may be useful to include a precisely similar net-

work in the base circuit of the r.f. amplifier in the

tuner unit. The control exercised is " d.c." and
therefore any desired length of lead to R20 may be
used, and this applies if a r.f. sensitivity control is

also employed.
Negligible change of bandwidth occurs when

either control is used.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

ELEMENTS OF CLOSED CIRCUIT TV

—continued from page 34S

thereabouts are readily available. The audio sec-
tion is arranged round a double- triode, such as

the ECC81 variety, and choke modulation is

employed.
The first triode is the a.f, voltage amplifier

which, in conjunction with the second triode

modulator, gives sufficient lift to run a high
impedance microphone direct.

The modulated r.f. signal is extracted from the
tank coil LI via a small coupling winding L2,
dropping the impedance down to around 70 ohms
to match the receiver input (sec Fig. 25). The
circuit is extremely easy to get working.

At the monitor set end of the line the small
receiver section shown in Fig. 25 is employed.
This uses an EF80 as a straightforward r.f. ampli-
fier with tuned input and output. Such tuning was
found desirable to keep out Band I signals. The
diode detector is fed from a coupling winding L4
trom the anode coil L3.
LI is the input coil (similar to L2 in Fig. 24)

and L2 has dimensions similar to that of LI in

Fig. 24 and L2 and L3 in Fig. 25. The actual
values, of course 3 will depend upon the frequency

used for the sound carrier. The filter coil (LI in

Fig. 23) will follow similar lines.

The audio output of the receiver is coupled to
the top of the monitor set's volume control after

removing the existing connections. If this link

is of any length it should be screened to avoid
hum pick up. The gain of the receiver can be set

to suit the rj. signal arriving at its input by
adjusting the value of the cathode resistor. The
value should be increased to decrease gain.

The r.f. output from the sound carrier generator/
modulator can be reduced if necessary by increas-
ing the value of the screen feed resistor.

While this kind of information can only be pre-
sented along general lines, it is hoped that it will,

along with the information concerning the video
section given m past articles, show the enthusiast,
at least, what is possible in this very absorbing
field of experimentation.
With the recent announcement of a kit video

tape recorder designed with the enthusiast in
mind, for less than £100, there is no doubt what-
soever that the experimenter in the not very
distant future will be concerned with producing
his own vision in the same way as he is today
concerned with producing sound. Now is the time
to get into the picture!
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TRADE NEWS -TRADE
NEWS • TRADE NEWS
TRADE NEWS*TRADE
NEWS • TRADE NEWS
Semiconductors for TV Receivers

TWO dew semiconductors, recommended for

use in transistorised television receivers, arc

available from Mullard. They are the AU103
television line output transistor and the BY 118

silicon efficiency diode—both intended for use in

conjunction with the A28-13W llin. television tube.

The transistor has a collector emitter . voltage

rating of —155V and collector current rating of

10A with fast turn-off characteristics. The diode
has a reverse voltage rating of 300V and current

rating of ,14A associated with fast switching

characteristics and a low forward voltage drop.
Mullard Ltd., Mullard House, Torrington Place,

London, W.C.L

Boird 23>n. Group Viewer

"DATRD TV DISTRIBUTORS LTD. announce
the release of a 23in. television receiver for

group viewing. Ideal for schools, lecture hall:-.

hotels and clubs, etc., model 638 has full dual-

standard facilities for reception of both 405 and
h25 line transmissions and covers Bands 1, III, IV
and V. Flywheel sync is standard for both 405 and
625 line operation and full a.g.c. is provided on all

channels. There is a forward facing high quality

Kin. x Sin. elliptical loudspeaker and a power
amplifier giving 5W output for large halls is pro-
vided as an optional extra.

A mains indicator in the form of a red warainu
light indicates that the receiver is on, even with the

doors shut, and an implosion guard is fitted, giving

full protection. The tube face and the controls are

completely protected by the front cabinet doors,

which can be locked. The chassis it fully isolated

from the mains and connected to the earth lead as

an extra safety precaution.

A screen shields against light from above, behind

or either side of the receiver and is a permanent
fixture inside the cabinet. The truncated trolley

provides complete stability against accidental

knocks and the receiver is located by blocks Inside

the top edge of the trolley. Large spherical castors

allow easy transport over all types of surface.

Model 638 is priced at 97 guineas, including

purchase tax of £14 Is. 7d. and is offered to dealers

Through Baird TV Distributors Ltd., 414 High
Road, Chiswick, London, WA.

The Baird Group Viewer

Two-way TV Telephone

j^ROM Horton's Electronics

comes the Television Inter-

phone, which is a simultaneous
audio and visual closed-circuit

intercommunication system con-
sisting of telephone, television

camera and television receiver.

Power consumption is 40W,
weight is 1981b. and the dimen-
sions of each unit are 6-6 x 96 x

SJSin. For further information

contact Horton's Electronics Inc.,

Lombard House, Great Charles

Street, Birmingham 3.

Two-way TV telephone from Horton's

E/ectronics Inc.
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A Do It Yourself Series

A VIEWER'S GUIDE

TO TV SERVICING

by H. Peters

PART 3 LOCATING THE fAULT

IN the previous two articles we have discussed

the equipment and circuits which are desir-

able before beginning to work on a faulty

television receiver. Now we assume that a fault

has developed, and chat you are about to track

it down. As you will see, the advice is given in

tabular form foi quicker reference, but before you

refer to it wc would like to emphasise a few pre-

cautions wh.cn must be taken when handling

television receivers.

Precautions

Most receivers are connected directly to the

mains, and unless the wiring is correct the chassis

can be "live" Always ensure that the chassis is

connected to the neutral side of the mains before

handling, but if this is not possible, work on a

dry, well insulated floor, and keep away from all

earthed objects.

Never check around a working line output stage

with a meter or neon tester, as peak voltages are

liable to damage both the instrument and its user.

Always make sure the e.h.t. has been fully dis-

charged before handling a cathode ray tube. Some
tubes can hold their charge for a whole weekend.
Make sure that a dismantled chassis is per-

fecdy secure before working on it; if is very
uncomfortable to prevent it from falling when it

is running—and dangerous, too.

Using the Table

Tn the first column of Table 2 appears the symp^
toms as seen by the viewer. The second column
gives simple observations which may be made at

the time of the fault, normally without having to

remove the back or dismande the set in any way.

The third column indicates the stages of the

receiver in which to check for the fault. The fourth

and final column gives a list of probable causes

of r.he fault based upon experience.

There is always the chance that the trouble you
are trying to cure will turn out to be a '"sticky

fault", and this is something we do not expect

you to tackle,

intermittent Faults

Most intermittent faults are of a thermal nature,

and the time which elapses from switch-on until

the start of the fault can often give a due as to its

location.
Trouble within the first twenty minutes is nearly

always due :o faulty valves; up to an hour for

resistors; and longer for capacitors. To localise a

thermal fault, you can heat up or cool down small

sections ot the chassis with the family hair dryer.

A soldering iron can be laid across resistors sus-

pected of changing value with temperature, but
with capacitors this is usually impossible due to

the melting of the outer coating. You can instead

try melting the earthy end solder connection.
Physical intermittents normally yield to gende

disturbance by an insulated probe.

Voftage Readings

The intelligent interpretation of electrode

voltages can give valuable clues as to where the
troublle lies, and we have prepared Table 1 for

easy reference.

If you are an avid reader of Your Problems
Solved or use our queries service, you will have
noticed that you are frequency advised to "check
R62 and its associated capacitor", and you may
be asking yourself: "How on earth do I check
R62 with the tools in my kit?" The next and final

article in this series may help you in this respect.

TABLE 1 INTERPRETATION OF ELECTRODE VOLTAGES

Electrode indication Notes

Anode No h.t. Short to chassis within valve or capacitor. Anode load O/C

Low h.t. reading Anode load high, leaky coupler to next stage.

High h.t. reading Valve not conducting, anode load low

Screen Grid No h.t. O/C feed resistor, S/C decoupler

Low h.t. reading Feed resistor high. O/C anode load.

High h.t. reading Screen feed resistor low (PL8I favourite)

Control Grid Heavily negative Drive to stage satisfactory Stage oscillating (if timebase)
Stage unstable (if Li. stage)

Positive reading Leaky coupler. "Soft" valve

Cathode High reading Valve conducting too heavily

No reading ' Bias capacitor shorting. Valve not conducting at all
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THE OIPOLE

^\riTH apologies to W. Shakes-
peare, Esq.

:

To mime or not to mime!
That is the question?
Whether it is nobler in the

mind
To stay in sync—
To expand in full your lungs—
To suffer the slings and mroivs

of outrageous fortune
Or to take arms against the

seething critics by opposing
them?

Ready, Steady, Go!

To mime! that, indeed, is the

question which has faced direc-

tors of many musical numbers
in both films and television.

There is no doubt at all that a

far better, musical balance can
be achieved by prc-recording

The central control desk for the te/eane area at the SBC Television Centre.

Communication and monitoring faculties give access to the 24 telecines, in

the area, and to the studios to which they are routed. (See "Telecine and
the Future",)

sound by modern methods, com-
pounding the efforts of

orchestrators, orchestras, con-

ductors, artistes and technicians.

Seven or eight or more micro-

phones plus acoustic effects can

be used to great advantage.

This is what is done by the

producers of recordings for discs,

whether they are pops or operas.

It is more difficult on films or

television to record directly the

vocalists at their best, especially

where they are displaying attrac-

tive smiles, moving about with
appropriate deportment and look-

ing as though they understood
what they are talking about,

"backed" by loud noise from the

orchestra which is visually shot

and sound recorded all at the

same time.

Frustrated Goldfish

This is, of course, what should
happen if all the participants in

this type of musical venture did

their jobs in a professional

manner, by efficient pre-
recording and by miming to

playback in a realistic manner
when the visual is being shot.

It is useless to mouth words
without singing properly, with
face, throat and chest muscles
co-ordinating with the mouth.
Otherwise, the effect is reminis-

cent of the dead-pan expressions

of a frustrated goldfish.

I think that the decision of the
executive producer of Ready,
Steady, Go, Elkan Allan, was
correct: he is against miming

—

especially for this programme
Unprofessional pop groups have
nor been long in show business.

and it takes time to acquire the
art of presentation, movement
development of personality and
magnetism. Those youngsters who
have it stay the course and find
a star place somewhere in show
business, in the theatre, music
hall, cabaret or even in tele-

vision.

To acquire professional touch,
hard coaching, training, dancing
and deportment has to be under-
taken, as it is not possible to
survive only on the screams of

impressionable teenagers. The
real test of these people is what
they look like if you turn the
sound off their television per-
formances. Some of them,
without sound, look more like

sleep-walking eels or delirious
lobsters than frustrated goldfish.

Remember! To sleep.' Perchance
to dream—Ay! There's the rub!

For the future reference of pop
singers Hamlet will provide them
with inspiration more appropriate
than Much Ado About Nothing.
Before long, these hints and tips

in Practical Television may
result in a top of the pops
scream! ine songeroo All that

Glisters is not sold with words hv
W. Shakespeare. Alas, poor

Yornck

!
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Sound Balancing

The accurate balancing of com-
plicated musical backgrounds
behind dialogue or "songwords",
which is Lionel Bart's name for

lyrics, has never been easy for
steam radio or for gramophone
recording. The use of multiple
microphones and acoustic sep-
aration between participants has
made a great improvement in
the "presence" of featured
instrumentalists and vocalists,

Particularly if the singer's voice
is weak and diction poor.

It is all the more difficult on
television or film if attempted
without showing microphones
within the frame of the picture.

Intelligibility is also lost if, on a
domestic television set, the sound
reproduction is below par. The
knack of the sound balancer
(sometimes called a "mixer") is

empirical.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

tempo strictly from the artiste

and making sure that the
orchestral accompaniment was
subservient to him. Louder
passages occurred at the ends of
lines, when brass or percussion
effects made a colourful punctua-
tion or were reserved for the
final chorus.

Future of Telecine

It is pleasant to comment upon
the contributions made by
various members of the BBC
Engineering side, sound or tele-

vision to the activities of the
British (Cinematograph Sound
and Television Society. The
steady growth of the importance
of telecine equipment at the BBC
was stressed at a recent lecture

on Telecine Facilities for Broad-
casting by Mr, D. P. Leggatt,

B.Sc, who reviewed the film

The film traction section of a 35mm twin-tens fiytng~spot telecine.

He may refer to the quivering
needle of his programme volume
meter as a general reference, but
he mainly listens subjectively.

This is as it should be. But the
trend of styles of modern
orchestrations has been towards
loud, busy and obtrusive back-
grounds, with little thought of
their interference with the "song-
words**.

With a microphone about six

inches Cor less) away from an
artiste, this is simplified, but the

results are often disastrous when
the voice is good and also power-
ful. Music hall conductors used
to keep a close watch upon the
vocalist on the stage, taking the

transmission facilities dictated by
modern television programme
requirements. It was interesting

to hear that in the London area
alone, the BBC possesses no less

than thirty-three telecine play-

offs, of which twenty-three are

for 35 mm film and ten for 16

mm film, and that, excepting for

news items, all make use of the

flying spot method.

US Kinescoping

May, 1965

film photography and prints of

imported material, especially that

which is telerecorded in the

USA (known there as„ "kine-
scoping") by setting up a motion
picture camera in from of a TV
monitor.
A particularly poor example

of a print from America was
seen in a recent Denny Kaye
Show which provoked many
viewers into desperate adjust-

ments to the contrast and
brilliance knobs on their home
sets. In one of the episodes, long
shots of this superb artiste in

silhouette were ringed with
haloes. Close-ups were most
unflattering, introducing facial

wrinkles which it would be
impossible to retouch by spot-

wobbling!
I believe that the original

show was made on 35 mm
colour film for American colour

television from which was
derived a black and white dupli-

cate negative, which was, in turn,

reduced to a 16 mm print. Just
how many duplicate transfers

had to be made, I don't exactly
know, but the final results were
almost disastrous, even when
viewed on a good domestic TV
receiver.

This particular programme
was immediately followed by a

telecine transmission of Voyage
into England, a documentary
film about England's canals pro-

duced by Peter Bale on 16 mm
film. In this case, photographic

quality was superb and continued

to look good even when the TV
receiver was intentionally mal-
adjusted. The programme itself

was a very well edited version of

a series previously shown in the

summer of 1964, expertlv

reassembled to one fifty minute
length, with an excellent com-
mentary bv Macdonald Hastings

in addition to the many
comments made in the original

scenes.
This is just the material for a

reissue on a cold night in the

winter, when spring is- not far

behind. Remember the title of

that best selling novel of thirty

years ago // Winter Comes"/

Let us hope the BBC give us
similar fresh-air and

,

sunshine
film documentaries for the rhiser-

ablc freezingly cold nights of

next winter.

The immaculate transmission
of film on the BBC is sometimes
blurred by the quality of the JCa&f
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P.W. AND P.T, ISSUES

QIR,—I shall be going abroad at the end of May
or June and I am willing to offer my issues of

Practical Wireless and Practical Television of the
last four years and certain issues of Radio
Constructor to other readers of your magazine.

I must stress, however, that ample postage and a

stamped, addressed envelope must be sent with
requests for copies. First come will be first served
and postage will be returned if the copv is not
available. — 4200894 Sac. White, R.W. (Fire

Station, R.A.F. Ballykelly, Limavady, Co. Derry,
Northern Ireland).

TAM AND BBC-2

JilR,- The BBC are worried—because of * lou

TAM ratings—about their second channel. The
public's refusal to become excited about a -high-
brow alternative . programme T can understand
(after all -who raves about the Third Programme:1

);

the BBC cannot. I don't know why the BBC arc

worried. The set manufacturers are the ones who
should, be' pulling in -their belts as a lean time
pervades the retail trade because the public won't
buy the new 625-line receivers that the Corporation
says they should. *. ..

'

So what 'a waste this third TV programme has
become. -What a waste of a channel, what a waste
of equipment and staff and what a ..waste- of pro-
gramme material so badly needed to fill the two
existing .programmes. How much better it would
havei been to have used this extra material and
personnel to improve BBC-1 programmes and the
equipment to improve reception in the remaining
fringe areas and to extend the coverage to those

areas still, without. - TV ' transrnissions.—P.. R.
Rogers - (Croydon, Surrey),

CANNED TELEVISION

GIR,—Seeing the article " Canned Television

"

(P.T 5 March, 1965) reminded me of a similar

article I 'saw in another magazine of about 1934
vintage. The receiver in this instance was rather

a " Heath Robinson " affair which was driven by
the radiogram turntable via a small rubber-tyred
wheel which in turn revolved a disc with 30 l/50in,

square holes on the outer perimeter forming a

spiral aperture.
]
One had to peer throtrgh this - to

view the; picture.

The light source .was provided by a neon lamp
n'hich produced ^ an ' orange' glow; This • lamp was
in turn connected to 'the-loudspeaker "of ; the' radio-

gram. The linearity control :was'a piece of -string

SPECIAL NOTE: Witt readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex-Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also

unable to publish letters from readers seeking a

source of supply of such apparatus.

The Editor does not necessorily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents.

wound around the disc spindle which acted as a

brake. Even so this disc used to travel pretty fast

and I often wondered what would happen if it flew

off—but such were the hazards of us pioneers!—
J. J. Donald (Wickford, Essex).

UNUSUAL TV FAULT

CIR.—A Pye VT4 receiver, recentlv fitted with 3

new cathode ray tube, gave an increasing!} dull

and fuzzy picture, although The sound remained

normal- All other functions, such as synchronise
tion and contrast control, were normal. It was
guessed, therefore, thai either the line output valve

nr the booster diode' had become "I.e." (the b.L.

-ind f.h.f. were found to he low, 38SV and 8-0kV
si nominal mains voltage),

A new PL81 happened to be handy, so this wai
inserted with the following unexpected result;

The picture was now of norma] size and
brilliance and the h'rt: and e.h.t. were 430V and
)0-8kV respectively, hut on the test card" the

verticals appeared bent.

"It was concluded that 50c/s was leakmg into

the video circuit at some point (there was no hum
on the sound).

All decoupling ; capacitors on both anode and
cathode circuits of the video chain, right op ts> the

PL81, were tested by connecting an eqaii'fa'enT

known capacitor in parallel with each in rum.
There was no hint* of trouble at any of these points.

It was therefore concluded that 50c/s must be
leaking through the filament /cathode insulation of

the PL81 itself, because this valve is at the " high *

end of the filament chain. The internal resistance of

this new PL81 was then measured on a valve-volt-

meter bridge with the following curious result:

I.R. of Fil. to i T G1
cathode

[

to G2 or G3 To anode

new. valve,
cold

new valve,

hot
old valve,

hot

15QM0 13M0

5M-Q 13M.Q

200MH |200Mn

30MQ

23M.O

200M.O

oe

CO

With a second new PL81 the receiver gave a test.

card picture of _ excellent- linearity. There would
appear to be at • least two faults in the offending
PTL81.— filament /cathode insulation poor and
" tracking ,? from filament wires to Gl, etc., within
the envelope.' "Not a bad record for a new valve!

—G. W. Sutton (Cranleigh, Surrey).
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C13

VIDEOSCOPE
MODIFICATIONS

improvements to this

P.T. oscilloscope design

THE Videoscope* was primarily devised for
using the cheap surplus cxt. VCR139A. This
tube has several shortcomings, the published

circuit being specially matched to these to give a
very reasonable and useful performance in a
straightforward circuit of low cost.
We have received many enquiries regarding

possible improvements with a more expensive
commercial tube. The Milliard DG7-32/0I is

crninendy suitable for the Videoscope. It costs
about five pounds but brings many advantages to
the circuit. It is nearly the same
size as the VCR139A, so no major .

structural changes are required,
and the operating voltages are so
similar to those provided for the
VCR139A that only minor
changes of some component
values are needed. Apart from its

superior brilliance and focus, the
DG7-32/01 has about 50% more
Y-deflection sensitivity than the
VCR139A, so that appropriate
reductions in the anode load resis-

tor values in the Y-amplifier
become possible, increasing the
level response up to some
1-7 Mc/s and the range of usable
gain up to 3 Mc/s, the lower
limit remaining at about 5c/s as
previously.

It is the purpose of this article

to sketch the necessary alterations
involved in this conversion and to

give details of modifications to
the sync-circuits for obtaining
improved lock at r.f. signal fre-

quencies in keeping with the
increased bandwidth obtainable.
Whilst maintaining adequate sync
rigidity down through the audio
range and right down to well
below the power mains frequency,
the modified sync-circuit still

gives rigid lock on a sinewave
signal at 3 Mc/s fed into die Y-
amplitier from an ordinary r.f.

signal generator, even with the
otherwise unmodified Videoscope
still using the VCR139A tube.

by

Martin L.

Michaelis
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Fig. I—Modifications to the Videoscope sync circuits for obtaining uniform
sync action for audio and r.f. frequencies, bracketed component values art

those for the original circuits.
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Increasing the Bandwidth of the
Sync-Circuits

_
We will treat these modifica-

tions first, as they may even be
useful if keeping the VCR139

A

tube when waveforms at par-
ticularly high frequencies are to
be 'scoped.

The following simple changes
of component values are
required. C20 and C21 should
be changed in value to O'linF
each. R34 and R33 should be
reduced in value to 33kH each,
and a 3pF ceramic, 500V capa-
citor should be wired in parallel
with each of these resistors. The
sync level potentiometer VR2
should be exchanged for a linear
2kll potentiometer and R36
reduced to Ikfl,

In the anode circuit of svnc
amplifier V4, C25 should

"

be
reduced to O-01/.tF and a lOOpF
500V tubular ceramic capacitor
bridged from one end of R39 to
the far end of R40 (i.e. effec-
tively between V4 pin 7 and V5
pin 8).

The modified circuit gives
excellent and uniform sync of
all signal frequencies from the
lowest audio right up to several
Mc/s, but somewhat less effec-
tive than the audio frequencv
sync obtained with the original
circuit which, for its part, does
not work above the highest
timebase frequency provided,
i.e. above about 50kc/s.

Increasing the Bandwidth of the
Y-Amplifier

The original Videoscope has
level Y-gain from 5c/s to
lMc/s and usable gain up to
over 2Mc/s. The following
modifications to the Y-amplifier,
if used with the DG7-32/01
raise these upper frequencv
limits by about 50% for the
same effective sensitivity in
volts /cm as previously obtained.
The component changes are:

Reduce R9 and R23 each to
68k 1W and L2 and L3 each to
575,r<H. Increase R43 to 4-7k
J.W.
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To -320V
and anodes
of D6,D7

Fig. 2—A stabilised e.h.t. network and optimum circuit for operating the
Muilard DG7-32 0/ cr.t. in the Videoscope. tt is important to change the
heater tapping on the mains transformer to 6-3V, since the previous connec-
tion for the VCRI39A was 4V. C54 should have the higher working voltage

when used with an intensity modulation amplifier.

Modifications to the CR.T.-Network for using the DG7-
32 tube

Fig. 2 shows the optimum circuit for operating
the DG7-32/G1, a high-intensity low-voltage tube
in which the cathode and final anode currents are
high. Four Zener diodes, Dll to D14, are used to

stabilize the ch.t. bleeder potentials against varia-
tion with brilliance setting.

Dll and D12 replace R73 and R74 to keep ihe
shift control voltages independent of the brilliance
setting. D13 and D14 maintain a constant voltage
across VR8, the brilliance control, and therewith
reduce the extent of interaction of focus and
brilliance controls. R104 has been added to main-
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Bottom of trade
•-To

fig. 3—Connections for the DG7-32J0I. The physical details of the -hole and

screen-mask assembly on the front panel remain as for the VCR139A, however

the mounting bracket is moved forward by OS

—

tin.

tqjn sufficient standing current through D13 and
D14. All four Zener diodes are type ZL56.
Such stabilisation was not found to be required

for the VCR139A but it can be tried if some
specimens of this tube should draw higher anode
current.

To cater for, the higher total

currem of the DG7-32/U1,
R72 and R69 are reduced, to

' -2'7kfl. This' leads- to somewhat
_, poorer smoothing on both

Bottom positive and negative e.h.t.

*-end feeds, and the disposition of

of VR3 decoupling and smoothing
capacitors around the shift

controls had to be altered as

shown in Fig, 2. This is im-
portant, since the DG7-32/01
is marked by particularly fine

trace focus in conjunction with
high trace intensity, requiring

good e.h.t, smoothing.
Finally, to bring the point

of true focus into about the

centre of the track of . VR7,
R75 had to be reduced to

270kfl in this circuit, and R76
at the bottom end of VR7
had to be discarded.

This circuit permits opera-

tion of the DG7-32/01 up-tp
a very high trace, intensity

without undue loss of focus

so that a standard TV picture

raster may be built-up at. suffi-

cient intensity . and ' with

adequate focus' for displaying

a CCTV-picture for setting-

up purposes (viewfirider for a

CCTV camera) in addition to

norma) oscilloscope work.
If TV picture display is not

required,' and ' if one is satis-

fied with moderate trace inten-

sity
'

for normal oscilloscope

work, a simpler circuit can be

used. • 'Compared with the

original circuit this involves

onlv the following modifica-

tions: Shunt R.73 with, a '56V
Zener diode and increase- VR8
to lOOkfi lin„ shunting the

new potentiometer with a 68V
Zener diode. The respective

polarities of the diodes are the

same as in Fig, 2. Reduce R75
to 470kn.

See- Fig ;8
RT.V.

Dec 1964
page T14

Structural Changes in C.R.T.

Circuit

The DG7-32/01 is about

an inch shorter than the

VCR139A, but the dimensions

at the screen end are virtually

identical. Thus no changes aie

required in the hole and mask
. arrangement On the front

panel, but the whole assembly must be moved
forwards about 0-8 toTO inches, according to exact

thickness of the cr.t. base.

If the base-plate on the end of the mumetal
screen assembly of the VCR139A is removed and
a new plate; cut from sheet aluminium, mounting
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COMPONENT VALUES FOR
VIDEOSCOPE MODIFICATIONS

Altered values of components existing In
original design:

RI9 now 6-akfi IW R43 now 4-7kQ £W
R23 now 6 8kQ \W R69- now 2-7kQ |W
R34 now 33kQ AW R72 now 2-7ki2 AW
R35 now 33kO |W R75 now 270kfl IW
R36 now IkD *W VR2 now 2kii I In.

C20 now OlfiF piper 500V
C2I now 0'1/iF paptr 500V
C25 now OOlfiF paper 500V
C54 now 0-lpiF paper IkV
L2 now 575^iH L3 now 575uH
V9 now PG7-32/0I (Milliard)

Components in original design now discarded:
R73, R74, R76, C5S, C56

Additional Components:
R92 lOOkQ IW R99 lOOfi IW
R93 4-7kQiW RI00 IMQ 4W
_R94 I0MQ IW RI0I ISkiUW
R95 IMQfW RI02 lOkfi IW
R96 lOkQiW RI03 4-7kQ IW
R97 IkQAW •

. R104 33kQ 2W
R98 2-2k£HW RI05 2-2MO AW
VR9 Ska lin. VI0 ECC8I
C6I 3pF ceramic C63 lOOpF ceramic
C62 3pF ceramic
C64 \bOft? electrolytic 30V
C65 OIS^F paper S00V
C66 0-15/iF paper S00V
C67 I6MF electrolytic 350V
C68 0/-5MF electrolytic 250V
C69 0-SjiF electrolytic 250V
C70 2^F electrolytic 250V
C7I 2MF electrolytic 250V
Trl 2NI6I3 (General Electric) or other silicon

n-p-n transistor 30V/8>30
D9, 10 12V zener diodes' (212, Brush Crystal

Co.)
01 1, 12, 13, 14 56V power zener diode (2L56,

Brush Crystal Co.)
SKI 2 Coaxial panel socket

this on to -the mumetal screen with the same three
rocker screws and bolting the base for the
DG7-32/01 on to the new plate in the correct
orientation (Fig. 2) it will be found that the new
c.r.t. fits exactly. No changes are therefore
required to the chassis-fixture bracket except to
drill three new holes in the bottom flange in order
to move the whole assembly about an inch
forward.

It is advisable to elongate the new base-plate
upwards as shown in Fig. 3, mounting an 8-way
ragstrip along the top. The new cr.t. network of
Fig. 2 can then be wired-up as shown in Fig, 3,
although slight departures in layout are tolerable.

Tim* base Range:

The X-sensitivity of the DG7-32/01 in the
circuit. (Fig. 2) is identical to the original circuit
with the VCR139A where the Y-plates were used
for X-defiection, so that no changes to the time-

fit. 4—A suitable circuit for a flyback blanking amplifier
when using other cr.t. s requiring greater blanking
drive. Observe that the mains transformer has sufficient
rating to provide the additional 0'3A, otherwise use an
additional subminiature 0-3A heater transformer on the
bracket chassis. RS4 should be duplicated with another
similar resistor in parallel when using the blanking

amplifier.

base circuit or its calibration are required. For
the same reasons, no changes are required to the
X-ampIifier or its calibrations.

Modifications to the Flyback-blanking Circuits

The DG7-32/01 requires a greater flyback-
blanking amplitude than the VCR139A, and the
most convenient method of achieving this is to
place a suitable blanking amplifier between the
junction of R52, R51 and the line to the c.r.t.

grid. Fig. 4 shows a suitable circuit which can be
wired-up on a miniature bracket chassis screwed
to the wooden cabinet base behind the main chassis
and beside the c.r.t. network. The preset potentio-
meter VR1 in Fig. 4, should be set for smooth
flyback blanking at all timebase speeds.

Genera' Remarks

Although these notes are intended for those
whose primary interest is not cost but in perform-
ance similar to the average portable TV-servicing
oscilloscope of commercial manufacturer, those
with a smaller purse should nevertheless not be
discouraged from building the Videoscope around
the surplus VCR 1 39A. Performance is adequate
for most ordinary TV servicing, and indeed the
author used the VCR139A version very success-
fully for closed-circuit television design work,
before embarking on the DG7-32/01 conversion.
The original X-amplifier gives very good per-

formance up to lMc/s (with X-gain full up). A
sensitive test satisfactorily passed was to connect
the X-amplifier input and the Y-amplifier input
(via the probe) each to respective medium wave
tuned circuits both excited by being placed close
to a grid-dip meter running at lMc/s. The two
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The DG7-32/0I tube is mounted in the same assembly

{above) as used for the VCRI39A. Be/ow is the modified

Videoscope with new tube but without the blanking/

intensity modulation amplifier.

tuned circuits were tuned off a little in opposite

directions so that the signals were, 90" out of
phase with each other. An almost perfect circle

of more than an inch in diameter could be traced
on the cr.t. screen.
The geometric accuracy of such a circular trace

is a sensitive test for any distortion in the 'scope
(or signal-generator for that matter). Any 'scope
which will "write the lMc/s circle" is capable of
very useful work on amateur television equipment
and domestic TV receivers, whereas further band-
width in the Y-amplifier such as is provided in
the modified version using the DG7-32/01 tube is

very useful for special work and more detailed
observation of pulse-flanks in television and other
circuitry.

A Y-bandwidth greater than 5Mc/s, which the
modified Videoscope will approach, is hardly ever
required for normal television work, as higher-
frequency transients cannot be accommodated in

the normal TV waveform anyway. But for special
CCTV or colour systems using increased numbers
of lines per frame, bandwidths of up to 20Mc/s
or mare can be very usefuL
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a full-wave circuit are used for the 300/350-volt
supply. Silicon rectifiers can be used as an
akernative, the major requirements being 300/350
volts with a peak-inverse voltage rating in the
order of 800 volts. For the 100-volt supply an
ordinary 12 5- volt selenium rectifier is suitable,

such as the Radiospares REC.0, This is MR3 in

the circuit,

The voltage rating of the electrolytics should
suit the line voltage, but should not be rated too
high above the line voltage and, of course, never
below. The ripple current rating is not very
important in this application. The smoothing
resistors Rl, R2 and R3 can also act as voltage
droppers if needs be.

Thus, their value will be chosen to provide the
required volts drop at the operating current.
That is, to provide the supply line voltages
required under load. The 47-ohm resistors in
MR2 circuit act simply as surge limiters.

Focusing Adjustments

It will be recalled from an earlier article that
the vidicon has two means of electrical focusing.
One is by an electrostatic field within the tube
and the other is by a magnetic field round the
tube neck. The former is provided by the focusing
anode (anode 2) while the latter calls for the use
of a focusing coil through which is passed an
adjustable current via the focusing control,
One way by which the focusing current can be

obtained is shown in Fig. 20. Here the coil is

connected in series with a preset focus control
and a fixed resistor, the whole then being connected
across the low-voltage transistor supply. The
actual values for the resistors will depend upon the
type of focus coil used and the supply voltage.

Fig. 20—A simple circuit of
this kind is often used for

energising the vidicon

focusing coil.

It is usually necessary to obtain a field strength

in the centre of the focusing coil in the order of

40 gauss (but this will depend upon the first anode
voltage), and with the standard type of focusing
coil available for the Milliard vidicon the -resistor

values shown are typical.

The focusing coil and its resistors provide a

means of "rough" focusing, hence the preset
resistor. Fine focus is accomplished by varying
the volts on the focusing electrode. The circuit

in this respect is shown in Fig. 8 of Part 2.

With the camera providing some sort of picture
on the monitor set and with the focus
coils set properly on the vidicon and the
fine focus control at range centre, the rough
focus control (preset) should be adjusted
to secure a resemblance of focus on the
picture. This will almost certainly be well removed
from the ideal focus at this stage, but by adjust-
ing the preset a few times over its range the best
position will be established. The fine focus control
may now be employed for normal adjustment of
the electrical focus.

One should ensure that the monitor set is

accurately focused. This will generally be
observed by the picture lines being sharply

defined, taking no notice at this stage of the pic-

ture detail. It now remains to focus the camera
optically, and this is performed, of course,, by
adjusting the position of the lens in front of the

vidicon. After the correct optical focus has been
established, the fine electrical focus control set-

ting should be finalised.

Focusing often causes a bit of confusion to

beginners in closed-circuit television, but this_ can
be expected since there are four focusing adjust-

ments to contend with. One on the monitor and
three on the camera, of the latter three one it

optical and two are electrical, as we have seen.

Variation of Frequency

At this juncture it should be mentioned that

the monitor focusing can sometimes be affected

by the camera's line timebase frequency. The
reason for this can be understood when it is

appreciated that the line timebase frequency of

the monitor set is under the control of the

camera timebase, by reason of the timing or line

sync pulses derived from the camera timebase.

Thus, if the camera line frequency is altered,

that of the monitor set will endeavour to alter

correspondingly. For this to happen properly,

adjustment to the monitor's line hold control may
be necessary-

It is easily possible, therefore, for the line fre-

quency eventually to differ considerably from
10,125" c/a (405 lines) or 15,625 (625 lines). Pro-
vided the timebase frequency is the same on both
camera and monitor the picture will lock.

However, on some monitors and many domestic
sets working as monitors, a deviation from the

correct line frequency will increase or reduce the

e.h.r. voltage on the picture tube.

This will affect the potential on both the first

and second anodes and, in the case of certain sets

with electrostatic focusing, on the focusing
anodes. The result will then be a deterioration of
monitor focus.

The lesson here is that every now and again
the monitor should be checked for adjustment on
a standard BBC or ITV signal, and the camera
timebase adjusted to suit that setting established
on the monitor.

Target Potential

The voltage applied to the vidicon target has ft

bearing on the light sensitivity of the camera. For
badly lit scenes more target voltage will be needed
than for well lit scenes. However, if it is

endeavoured to make the camera too sensitive,

grain and other shortcomings will appear on the
picture. If under this sensitive condition. the scene
illumination is suddenly increased the picture will

probably go completely white or, at least, turn
negative:

For the best depth of focus, of course, maximum
sensitivity (consistent with minimum grain, etc)

should be given to the camera, and the light input
reduced by stopping down the lens. This. follows
normal photography practice, an exposition. q£,

which falls outside the scope of this article.-
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Before the target control is adjusted, the
monitor's brightness control should be adjusted on
zero signal for a . very slight raster illumination.
This seis the black level. From Lhereon the pic-
ture should be improved by adjustment to the
target control, the contrast control on the monitor
and the lens aperture.

It is always best to ensure that the monitor is
set up to some definite standard, such as a BBC
or ITV test card, and then adjust the camera in
relation to this without altering the controls on
the monitor. Slight compensating adjustments mav
be necessary, but these should not be excessive.

Scan Adjustments
The timebases usually feature adjustments for

varying the amplitudes of scan and (sometimes) the

Adding Sound

On camera systems which utilise an r.f, oscilla-
tor tuned to a Band I channel (see Part 3, lasr
month) upon which the composite video is

modulated, the resulting r.f. signal is of the double
sideband characteristic. This does not matter very
much since the fine tuning control on any domestic
set employed as a monitor can be adjusted to
provide reasonable compensation within the limits
of the type of system under discussion, However,
if now the sound channel is turned up the buzz
of the vision signal will be heard from the
speaker.

Again, this is usually of no consequence sincr-

the set is requited only as a vision monitor. How-
ever, there will come a time when sound as well

c Camera
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Fig. 21—Block diagram showing how sound may be added to vision on the common signal line.

linearity. The area of the photoconductive layer in

the Mullard vidicon is 9-6 x 12-8 mm, and the

timebases should be arranged to fully scan this

area.
This is best done by first ensuring that the

monitor is correctly adjusted scanwise and then
adjusting the camera timebases for an overscan
condition. This is revealed by the edges of the
sensitive area showing round the display on the
monitor screen. The scans can then be reduced in
amplitude until the picture as a whole just fits

the monitor screen.
At this stage the linearity controls, if fitted*

should also be adjusted. These are in correct
adjustment when there is no change in geometrical
form of an object which is moved within the field

of view.
Note- that maximum signal ''noise ratio and

maximum resolution are obtained only when the
vidicon scanning is correct. Undjerscanning
here can destroy that area of the vidicon photo-
conductive layer which fails to be embraced by the
scanning beam. For the same reason, a camera
wirh lack of line or field scanning should never
be operated.

It certainly pays to check the camera timebases
with an oscilloscope before the vidicon is. actually

put into service. One must always have in mind
that the vidicon is an extremely sensitive device
and it should, always be treated as such. .

as vision is required by the experimenter and
enthusiast! The author has conducted a series of

tests to discover whether it is possible or not,

easily, to add sound to the vision on an r.f. camera
system.
To employ the sound channel of the monitor

set requires the r.f. signal from the camera channel
to be tailored to resemble that of a standard trans-
mission. While this is possible, rather complex
filters are necessary and unless these are accurately
designed and the r.f. output stages of the camera
considerably improved over the normal arrange-
ments it is virtually impossible to delete vision

buzz while retaining a reasonable standard of
definition.

L.F. Carrier
Ultimately this method of feeding sound was

abandoned in favour of a far less complex system.
Instead of using a Band I sound carrier frequency,
the sound is modulated onto a relatively low-
frequency carrier (2 Mc/s was employed by the
author). The sound r.f. signal is then mixed with
the vision r.f. signal at the camera control and sent
over the coaxial to the monitor receiver.
The monitor in this case was an ordinary

domestic set with the existing sound channel
rearranged. The sqund i.f. channel was dis-

connected from the tuner (or common i.f. ampli-
fier) and one of the ; then redundant EF80 valves
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62 6. Bush TV53, b—69'*; a—79'6. TV80,
b—B9'6[ a—99(6, Any other make or
model supplied.

C.O.D. or Price Quoted if required.
Scan Coils; Ekco, Ferranti, Pye, etc.,
from SO'-. Used Parts Available.
Please state clearly whether Matter's correct
part fa) or cheaper replacement part (b)
required. Ekto-Ferrinti plastic housing
available, IS'- each Or De-Luxe, I7'6 each.

Free Insurance and Quantity discount*

Coders wefcome. Open alt day Saturday*

Terms: C.W.O or C.O.D.

Post <£ Pock. 4'-

SPECIAL
Exchange Ekco—Ferranti L-O.P.T.s
40'- plus Old L.O.P.T.

EX. T.V, SPEAKERS, all tested.
3 ohm. Sina. x 4:ns 5 lias. « 4 ns.
5 •, 8:ns. round 6 -, '.Oir.s, r^und 10 -,

P Ss P. 2 ». Trade enquiries welcome
ADVANCE TRADING CO . L0t» High
Street, Bedford.

T.C.S.
M O Dept.

BROCKLEY T/V LTD.
28 Brock ley Cross London, S.E.4

TIDeway 5394 (Day) RODney 79(7 (Night)

CALLERS WELCOME

TELEVISiOH TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
in Stock now

AW36-20, 21 £5. 2.6

AW36-80 £5. 7.6
AW43-80, 88 £6. 7.6

AW43-89 £6.12.6
AW47-90, 91 £7.10.0
AWS3-80 £7.12.6

AW53-88 £7.17,6

CI4BM, FM £5. 5.0
CI7EM, FM, KM £6. 7.6
CI7LM, PM, SM £6.12.6
C2I HH, SM, TM £7.17.6
CMEI402 £5. 7.6
CMEI702, 1703 £612.6
CMEI705 £7. 7.0
CME21DI £8. 7.6
CRM93 £5.10.0
CRMI24 £5.10.0
CRMI4J,2,3,4 £5. 7.6
CRMI52, 153 , £5.17.6
CRMr7l,2,3 £6. 7,6
CRM2II.2I2 £7.17.6
MW6-2 £6.17.6
MW22-I6 £4. 2.6
MW3I-I6, 74 £4.17,6
MW36-24, 44 £5. 2.6
MW4I-1 £6.12.6
MW34-64, 69 £6. 7.6
MW43-80 £6. 7.6

MW53-20 £7.12.6
MW53-80 £7.12.6
T90IA £6.12.6
I4KP4A, I4IK £5. 2.6
I7IK. I72K, I73K £6. 7.6

690IA £6,12.6
720IA,7203A .... £5. 2.6
7204A £5. 5.0
740IA .£6. 7.6
7405A £6.12.6

All tubes tested before despatch
and guaranteed for 12 months."

CARRIAGE 10'-, via B.R.S. or
IS'- via passenger train.

TERMS £2 down (plus carriage)

balance £1 per month.

Midland Stockists:

—

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)

I4in. CRMI4I, 2 67'6, Others S7'6
I7in. CRMI7I, MW43-69, 43-64
75'-. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed

for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON S.W.I I. BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.

until 4pm
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SETS & COMPONENTS
i oontin up<i i

OLYMPIC IJ T/V. S.a.e. for Itemised
Dl-iee lisl. AJAX ELECTRONICS 18A
Rumboid Road, Fulham. S,W 6.

R & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE
44 MARKET

BACUP, Lanes.

STREET
Telephone

:

6FI3
6K2S
6 30L2
EBF80
EF9I
6CC82
20P3
30PLI
PCC84
PCL83
PL83
PZ30
I0FI

IOPI4
20DI
30FLI
PV32

4'6 I 6FI5
10'-

S'-
5'-

2'6
41.

SI-

SI.

41-

P
4>-

5'-

I
'-

5'-
2'-

(,<(,

6'-

6U4gc
EB9I
EBF89
EF85
EY86
20P4
PL38
PCF80
PL8I
PY8I
UBOI
lOLDi

l

20LI
2QPI
30PI2
PY33

5'-

S'-

I'-
5'-

5'

41-

7'6
6>-

4'.

%'-

3'6
7'6

S'-
5'-

*'6

5'-

7'6

6LI8
98W6
6FI
EF80
ECC8I
ECL8Q
30FS
PL36
PCL82
PL82
PY83
U30I
I0PI3
20F2
20PS
30P4
PY62

465
4'6

5'-
2'6

1 16

41-

47-
«'-

7'fi

6'-

4'-
5'-

V-
5'6

S'fi

&&
7'6
5'-

Post 6d. per valve. Three or more
post free. Ex, Used Equip.
Turret Tuners ex TV as removed,
8'-, post 2'-.

Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc. State make and model
No, with all enquiries.
10-inch Speakers, ex equipment,
good clean condition, 15'-,

Ekco Line output shrouds, 8'-

incl. post.

TV Transistor pre-amps, Band I

,

2 and 3. £3.17.6, post paid.

Model EMS, covering any ten chan-
nels in Band 4 or 5, £4.5.0, post paid.
State dearly the channel you require
the unit to boost.

S.A.E. with all queries.

TELEVISION SETS, not working, for
callers only, i7in. £1/10/-; 31 in.
£3 10 .; I4in. mains portables,
£2/10/-. 'phone Bournemouth 268*9.

STOP!
LINE

T22I.

FULLY GUARANTEED
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

FROM STOCK
EKCO

T23I, T23IF,
T248, TC267. TC267.' I

,

T283, T284, T293.
T3II, TGC3I6, TC208,
TU2Q9, T209/I, T3I0,
T326, T327, T330,
T330F, T33I, TCG337.

EMERSON
E700, E70I.E7Q4, E707.
E708, E709, E7I0, E7II,
Porc-O-Rama

FERGUSON
306-308

HMV
1865, 1869

REWINDS
38'6 24 HOUR SERVICE

Please send old L.O.P.T.
S.A.E. all enquiries.

P. & P. 3'-, C.O.D. S'- Extra

WITWORTH
Radio & Television Service Ltd.

26 ALL SAINTS ROAD
North Kensington, London, W.I I

T«*: BAY 9071. Opan all day Mon.-Sac inc.

40/-

40/-
40/-

40/-

SETS & COMPONENTS
-

POWER TRANSISTOR BARGAINS.
IS012A 60W. BMC/S, 25.'-: OC44'45 32
Equlv. 2'-; OA70/79 Hd.j BY100 4 '6.
S.A.E. for list. D. $ W. LTD., 2'JO
West Road. We.stL-hS-OQ-Sea Essex.

TUBES—FAMOUS MAKES!
MW43 69, AW43 80, MW 36/24, AW43 88.
ecc. ALL BRAND NEW & 100% (Top
manfr.). ALL £6.2.6, carriage paid.
LISTS. One Year's Guarantee Card.
We do NOT sell regunned only tubes,

NEW VALVES. 12 months guarantee!
BY 1 00, EY5I, EY86, PY8I, PY80I _ 7'-

PL8I. PCF80. PCL62, 30CI, PC86-8 _.„ 9'-

PY800. BY 100, E8F89, EF89, 72'- doz. mixed

FREE lists of valves, tubes, Transformers
by Murphy, Ekco, Pye, Bush, etc.

Return of post service

P. BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,
New Barnet, Herts. Tel: BAR 1934

A.I. POST FREE BARGAINS. Guaran-
teed reclaimed valves. Send lor full
list to: Dept. MO/T A.l. Radio Com-
ponants, 14 The Borough, Canterbury,
Kent,

REBUILT TUBES. 12 months guaran-
tee. Delivery within 20 miles of
Sheffield. G. S. Teletubes, 3 Conisttm
Road, Sheffield 8, Tel. 5&9&1. Mail onlv.

2 YEARS WRITTEN GUARANTEE.
Brand new unused and boxed.

Complete range of RADIO and
TELEVISION VALVES. S.A.E: Lists.

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
240 Lichfield Road

Aston, Birmingham, 6
Dept. PT

FOR SALE

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices
Send 1/- for sample and lis:.- J. & A
BOXMAKERS. 75a Godwin Street,
Bradford I.

Hammer finish Paint. The modern
finish for electronics, can be brushed
or sprayed. Blue or Silver. 2ioz. tins
3 '6, | pint 7/6, : pint 15/-. Post 6d..
on any order. Amazing results. Try
some! Trade supplied. PINNIGAN
SPECIALITY PAINTS (PT*. Mlckie.v
Square, Stocksfleld, Northumberland.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS—CONTACT COOLED
14KAriSi> (FClf)J> ivpe BM r., 250 ni_*„ 13/6
14 KAIla83(FC31) *dc Hiliccu: EC1. 13/-; FOllO, J/6
RECTIFIERS—PIN TYPES
Equivs. far BM4 13/8; RMS 17/8; 14A989 18/8
14A3'i 10/8: I4A97 11/6; EK:i 15/-; EK6 15/-
14A9-19 IS/-; LW15 18/-; VW7 IB/-; 14A100 19/-
Fft'i-iv, ia 6/-; 2A, ?/-; 4A, 10/6; -5A, 13/8,
SILICON TV 7/6, or wlta iostr, resistor-condenser
9/-.

MULTIMETERS tram 82/-,
Stamped enrelope for lull latest selection and
bargain offers In ohe&u meters, cai radio and
transistor radio*. Under £1. P. & P. 6d„ over
til Post Free.

NO C.O.D.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
ITS DURHAM ROAD. BRADFORD 8, YORKSHntE

500 TELEVISIONS, not working, Irom
5/-. Callers only. 39 Whibehorse Laae,
E.1, opposite Stepney Greea Station.

FOR SALE
(continued)

CONSTRUCTORS, Hi Pi enthusiasts.
Service Engineers camwi afford i-

>

be without our bargain lists. Guaran-
teed to save vou pounds, P. D. CO
LTD,. 1 Rlcnmotsd Place, Portsmouth.

625/U.H.F, TUNERS, fit all Pye r.ypea.
Brand New 50.'., plus 5-- P & P
RELYON RADIO. 439 Katlierine Rd.,
E.7. GRA 1820.

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED . . . EY51,

EY8G, PL81. PCC84. PCP80, PCL82,
POL83, PY81, R:9, 30P19. U25 etc.
Best cash prices bv return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS. 175 Durham Rd, Brad-
ford 8, Yorks,

SERVICE SHEETS purchased
HAMILTON RADIO, Western Road.
St. Leonards, Sussex.

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Tran-
sistors. R.H.S.. Beverlev House,
Mannville Terrace. Bradford 7,

URGENTLY WANTED, new modern
Valves, Transistors, Radios. Cameras,
Tape Recorders and Tapes, Watches,
Tools, any quantity. S. N. Wllletts,
18 New S:reet. West Bromwlch.
Staffs. Tel. 2392.

MISCELLANEOUS
CONVERT ANY TV SET into an
Oscilloscope. Instructions and dia-
grams 12/6. REDMOND, 42 De»H-
close, Portslade. Sussex,

AERIALS
AERIALS

'X', 34'6;
8 et., 35'

ALL TYPES OF TV/FM
AVAILABLE

BBC I dipole, 18'-; 'H\ 38'-

ITA 3 element, 21'-; 5 e!., 29'-

Combined 1 + 5, 35'-; 'H'-l-S. 49'-; loft I -f- 5

compact with pole, 36'fi; F.M. 3 el., 39'-,

SBC II 8 el.. 13'-; 14 el., 39'-; 20 el., 57'6.

Price includes clomps and postage.

J. R. R. BAKER
IS St, Mark's Road Windsor, Berkshire

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS

TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK

Now enlarged to seventeen chapters wltb tea

procedure charts and fault ^ymj.tom {djot^ut,

DUAL STANDARD AND 625-LINE
TELEVISION RECEIVERS

est gen in eight chapter*

—

ling LtLtormalirm for uuly fljf-.

COMMUNAL AERIALS & COAXIAL
RELAY PRACTICE

Now Ifl the time to get to know more about
ftfrater FM/TV Aeria] Systeuiti for ticifchbomra

bjMtDA oiiC aeriaJ, etc* Only 9{- Po^it TnUh
A .\n IT jor all mteir-sted in dotting bed
reewptloa* All written by and avaiiahlt ttasa

GORDON j. KING
"Enterprise," Jiorto Boundary Rd., Btixbun,

Dsron. Tei. S304
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SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses
by Britain's finest home-study School.
Coaching tor Bi\t.I.R.E., City aod
Guilds Amateur's licence. R-T., E. B-,

P.M.G. certificate, etc. Free Brochure
from British National Radio School,
Russell Street, Reading.

EDUCATIONAL

THE INCORPORATED PRACTI-
TIONERS IN RADIO & ELEC-
TRONICS (I.P.R.E.) LTD. Member-
shin Conditions booklet 1/-. Sample
copy of I.P.R.E Official Journal 2/-,

post rree. Secretary. Doot. C, 32 Kid-
more Road, Caversham, Reading.
Berks.

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN IIALL

LIVKRSKDtiE. TURKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2886

I7in. 13 Channel Untested complete TV
Sets. 50/-, carriage 10/-.

Min. 13 Channel Untested TV sets, 30/-,
carriage 10/-. Well packed but sent out at
owner's risk.

Special Offer. Brand new rebuilt TV
Tubes. 12 months guarantee i.not seconds).
AW43/80. MW38/24/14. 37/6. carriage 10/-.

Single Phase 240 volt 1400 r.p.m. +-h.p.

motor with pulley. 86/-, less pulley, 84/-.
fully guaranteed, ex. washing machine.
Carriage 8/6,

One Sixth H.P, Motor, 240 volts, 15/-.
pt.sr SB.

VALVL LIST
Ex equipment. :< months* guarantee

8/6
8/6
5/-
B-
5/-
5/-
4/-
1/6
5/-
3/6
5/-
6/-
3/-
3/-
4/-
3/-
3/-
37-
3/-
4/-

Bush Mn, TV S|.|, KltC Only,
complete, 21/-, carriage 10/-.

Just the .fob lilt' u Scope,
good tube, 55/-: llttt-ITV.

EL91 1/6 20P4
EL8Q ?.h U801
£CC«2 3/- U281
EYB1 ' 2/6 U282
EY66 ol- U32H
EBF8G 4/6 KT38
EB91 9.1. tiViiGT
ED38 5/- Hi
EF91 9(1. 8g25
6F1 iy- 6P23
6FH 5/- 6U4
BF16 5/- PY33
10C2 5/- PY6C
10F1 V- PY81
10P13 51- PJ.81
10P14 51- PL82
20D1 2/- pud
20L1 5/- Ptaj
20P3 4/- HY82
20P1 41- PCF80

PCC84
PCL82
PCL35
PL36
12AT7
6CH6
R18
ARP12
807
EF50

DOZ.
EF80

Doz. 10/-
6K7 173

Doz. 10/-
6ve ye

DOZ. lg/-
8KB 1/B

Doz. 187-
U25 5/-

Untested but

4/-
5/-
67-

K"
3/-

1/6
a/e

V/
6

1/-
6/-

1/6

Well packed but sent at

M>%. 17/-, carriage 7/6.

etc TV sets. All perfect.

., post 2/-; six for 80/-, post

Spare Tubes.

PM Speakers.
Rota. 6x4, 3/.

free.

Gomlmuns, 7x4, 5/-. post 2/-; six for 38/-,
post paid. 81n. round 6/-, post 2/-.

Philips, GJS.C, Picsse-v, 6hi. and 5in.

round. 3/-, post 2/-.

Reclaimed TV Tubes, Six Months'
Guarantee. Mullard MW 43/80. 30/-:
Milliard MW 4.1/W1. 30'-: Mazda CRM 172,

30/-: Mazda CHM 142. 17/-. Carriage 10/-.

Pumps removed from Washing Machines
7/6. post 2/6.

PLEASE MENTION
PRACTICAL TELEVISION

WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS

Guaranteed Sec Tested H/l I L IUU LlLIV

SEEN T.vTTROUBLES?

Guaranteed Set Tested

24-HOUR SERVICE
IRS. 1S5. 1T4, 1S4, :JV4, DAF91, DF91, DK91,
DL92. DIJ94. SET OF 4. 14/-.

15AP&6, uem, DK96. DL96. SET OF 4, 22/6.

iR5 4/3 EBC41 6/3 PCLB4 7/£
1SS 3/3 EBFB0 &7° PL38 7/8
IT4 8/3 EBF89 5/11 PL81 6/9
JS4 4/3 E.CC81 3/6 Pi '82 5/-

3V4 5/- ECC82 4/6 PI.-B3 5/11
6K7G 1/3 ECCB3 B/3 PL84 6/3
«iKBC 3/3 ECC84 6/3 PY32 8/8WO 4/3 tCCar

. 6/- PY33 8/6
QSL7GT tIG ECE80 7/6 PY80 4/9
fiVoG 3/6 i.CFH2 7/- PY81 6/3
12K8GT 8/6 l.CHa-i E/» PY82 4/11
20P4 13/3 ECH42 7/3 PY83 6/6
20P5 11/6 ECH81 6/3 PY800 5/11
:i0FLl 9/6 ECL80 5/11 t25 8/-

30L15 10/3 ECL82 II- C26 8/6
30PL13 10/6 ECi.86 8/- U1P1 9/6
351,BGT 6/- EF&r< 3/6 U301 11/-
£55 5/9 EF4 1 &/fi 0601 15/-
CL33 8/6 EF80 4/3 LABC80 5/-

DAC32 7/6 EF85 4/6 UAF42 6/11
DAF91 3/3 EFB<; 7/3 UBC41 6/-

DAF96 6/6 EFBS 4/3 UBF80 5/6
DF33 7/6 EL41 7/- UBF89 6/6
DFB1 B/3 FE84 4/9 UCC84 7ai
DFf« 5/6 EYal 6/6 UCC85 6/-

DK32 7/6 EY86 5/6 TJCF80 8/3
DKB1 4J3 EZ40 6/6 UCE42 6/9
DK92 S/- EZBO 3/9 UCH81 5/11
DKP6 6/3 EZ81 4/3 LFCL82 7/3
DL33 6/9 KT41 6/6 UCL83 9/6
DUB 5;- PCCti4 5/6 UF41 6/3
T>UU 4/3 PCC89 8/8 UFB9 5/9
DL94 5/- PCF80 6/9 UL41 7/-
DL98 5/6 PCFB2 6/- L'L84 5/9
DY88 6/6 PCFB05 91- UY41 3/11
DYH7 7/6 PCL82 B/ll U^.'85 4/11
EABC80 5/9 PCL83 8/11 X79 20/6
Postage on 1 ralve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more, postage 6d, per valve extra. Any
parcel insured against damage in transit

6d. p.mih.
Office address, no callers,

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD,
STOKE NEWINGTON

LONDON, N.I6.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO

AND f/V COURSES...
GET A CERTIFICATE,'

After brief, intensely interesting study
—undertaken at home in your spare
time

—

YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V, Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Frae Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio

industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first rate postal courses for

Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.8.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
A.M.l.E.R.E. Guide also gives

details of range of diploma courses
in RadioT.V. Servicing, Electronics

and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this

invaluable publication. It may well

prove to be the turning poem in your
career.

FOUNDED I83S—OVER
iso.000 <airt-F«t<iFR

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst, of Engineering)

iDeot. 461), 146 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I

That is "Pin-Point T.V. Troubles In 10

minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical

TetevUtton readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows vou how to find the trouble in

any T.V. circuit FAST!
A simple cross-index tell*, joii « here
you'll lliul eaiise of troulile, handy cheek
charts then help vou aceuraielj locale
tbe EXACT trouble sjiol? You will elimi-
nate hours of aggravation, cut out waste
time, because this new Coj tu* system will
hel]i >ou get right down to the heart of
(In- n-oiihlc in iiiinule-.

Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the
340 cross-index pages. Included are 50 time
saving eheuk charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photo & together with explanations of
circuits and designs.

YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK liit.lt l ON
THE JOB—NO NEED TO MKMOH. ->;:

This Pin-Point Book was designed nsneo-
ially for on-the-job trouble shooting. Yom
simply turn to the indexed section, loc*ie
the circuit description and chech-ehsi* .

and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.

NO 1 OMPLICATEO THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS. Just praotacai circuit
description service methods aud trouNe
shooting techniques to help you maKr,
faster t.v. repairs.

EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIM"
BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"

Here 1? a way to reduce "thinking time*1
.

All (he logical reason- tor each problem
arc -liiteil In black and white—>ou use
jour skill to take 11 from there!

Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating t.v. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning last t.v.

problem answer book. Send for youi trial

copy now. then when you decide to keep it

(as we are sure you will), pay only 6/- per
week until completed.

The mice? Only 39/8 plus postage.

FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HAND-
BOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
Xttb book must be able to earn you more
than its cost within two weeks or your
money refunded!

FREE 88 page Oscilloscope book will be
included It vou send cash with order.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
IIIHMS ONLv 5/- PEK MEEK?

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WXI5

West End, Southampton, Hants.

n Pta*M ^emi "T.V. Tronblsw" for n full sev*Q
flu.tii' (rec trial, li Dot d?llithi<!il I limy rcturo the

manual, port paid wlthoat (urthftt obligation oa
my part. Otherwise 1 Mill pay cash of 6/- weekly
until paid.
rj Tick h«e If enclosing mil price of 41/- (whk-b
imJudld I li IKMl-age). Van git Inc OfflllOniip*

Book. Same 7-day money back fuarwMee. Ouwiew
ruataBMM pleate »emi lull unouut (lacluiiiug

UciaudjL

City.
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OUTSTANDING WIREGOMP OFFERS!
TV CHASSIS MADE BY FAMOUS BRITISHwi irtJJIJ MANUFACTURER FOR U.K. USE

Switchable time base to 625 llne9. Brand new and unused but store soiled. 13 valve
plus 2 diode circuit. Designed lor 110" electrostatic Cathode Ray Tube—will take
iii2" r ,Y

S1
iP.-

or 23m
-
tube - Fitted wit« °anti 1/Ul Turret tuner—complete with 12

sets of coils. All controls fitted. Chassis si7t : Wn. hish s loln.wltioxam. deep. Sound

WIRECOMP'S PRICE 13 GNS. Carriage and Packing 12-6 extra

AVAILABLE FULLY TESTED IS GNS.
Can be supplied with brand new I7in. C.R.T. at an additional cost of £2.

^_^_. Carnage and Packing 17'6 extra.

BARGAIN HUNTERS LOOK!
WIRECOMP'S BARGAIN STORE, 48 Tottenham Court Road, W.I
Thousands of bargains: Transistor Radios — Record Players — Tape RecordersRadiograms — etc. Stmrk-* Constantly changing — Hock Bottom i

EXPORT MODEL TV CHASSIS
«35 line TV. chassis (Export Model). For 200-250 v. A.C./D.C. mains. Fitted with
?J r̂t 'i

1
!
1 ^"LSF6^ F

,

a111' loadeci wicn 12 sete of colls for all CCIR channels
Is these bands. F/M sound. Made by famous British manufacturer 15 Mallardvalves Electrostatic focus, magnetic deflection. Will Lake 171n., I9in.. 2Un. or 33iiiCRT. All controls fitted, supplied ne-.v and unused with all valves. 7in. * 4in soeaker(Less tube and cabinet). Circuit data included FREE.

speaner

WIRECOMP'S PRICE £23 Cantoge a^^WW FREE to any
Ma. CR.T. available at S2 extra—larger tubes can be* quoted fornn request.

EXTENSIVE STOCKS OF ALL ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT — COMPONENTS — CHASSIS ETC.

WIRECOMP ELECTRONICS
323 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2. AM Ba«ador 7 1 1

5

378 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W,9. CUNningham 9530
Open all day Saturday. Early Closing Thursday

]

MAIL ORDERS to 3T8 Harrow Road, W.9

BBC2 (625 LIME) TV AERIALS

EXTERNAL SIAST
VNll M1M. ARRAYS

9 element 45/-; 11 element 55/-:

•w, * ^ . ,.,J 4 element 62/6WALL MOLNTlil) with (RANKEDARM. S element 60/-: 11 element 67/6;
14 elements 75/-. CHIMNEY ARRAYS
with LASHINUS, H element 72/-: 11
element 80/-: 14 element 87/6. LOFT
'A K KAYS. V element 32/6; 11 element
Willi TILTING AKM « 4 EEEMfc.M(KID REFLECTOR 62/6: 11 element
ditto, 70/-. Co-ax. Plugs. 1/3. Low Loss
Co-axial Cable. 1/6 yd.

BBC ITV • F.M. AERIALS
B.B.C. (BAND I), Tele-
scopic loft 81/-. External
S/D 30/-.

l.T.V. (BAVD 3). 3 Ele-
ment loft array 25/-. 5
Element 35/-. Wall motmt-
itis. 3 Element 35/-. 5
Element 45/-,

COMBINED B.B.C./T.J.V
Loft 1+3. 41/3; 1^5, 48/8.
Wall mounting 1+3. 56/3:
1 + 5. 63/9. Chimney :-:"!.

63/9; 1 + 3, 71/3,
F.M. (BAND '». Loft S/D, 13/8. "H"
30/-. 3 Element. 52/6. External units
available. Co-ax. cable 8d, yd. Co-ax.
Plugs. 1/3. Outlet boxes, 4/6. Dipiexes
Crossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D
P.P. 3/-. Send 6d. stamps for illustrated
lists.

K.V.A ELECTRONICS (Dept. pit.)

lb, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey
CRO 2527

Essential 'basic' books for every serious enthusiast

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO COLOUR TELEVISION
jy Terence L. Squires

Covers: Colour Signals— Colour Transmission —Receiving — Domestic
Aerial Systems — Receiver Block Diagram — SECAM Receiver —
Controls etc. 126 pages, SB diagrams. ISs.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO ELECTRONICS
by Terence L. Squires

Covers: Currents— Components— Basic Circuits— Test Instruments

—

Radar— Television — Electronics in Industry— Training etc. 192 pages,
128 line diagrams. 15s

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO RADIO

Covers: Circuits— Ohm's Law— Meters — Testing without Instruments— Condensers — Radio Transmission — Valves — Reading a Circuit —
Transistors etc., 164 pages, 1 1 1 diagrams. 8s, 6d.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO TELEVISION

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
'.or in cose of difficulty Is. extra each

by port from George Newnes Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2.

Scanning and Persistence of Vision — Cathode-Ray Tubes — The Time-
base — Receiving and Transmitting Systems — The Television Camera
Explained — Tracing Faults — Colour TV — From 405 to 625 lines —
Technical Terms etc., 128 pages, 63 illustrations. 8s. 6d.

NEWNES
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from

RE-VIEW!

-X- Each tube is rebuilt with a completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage

heater.

-JL- Each tube comes to you with a guarantee

card covering it for a year against all but

breakage.

<JL> Each tube is delivered free anywhere

in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

+ Each tube Is rebuilt with experience and

know-how. We were amongst the very

first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding

television tubes

RE-VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

I2in. £4.10.0

I4in. £4.15.0

15m. £5. 0.0

I7in. ... £5. 0.0

I9in, £5.10.0

21 in. £7. 0.0

Cosh or cheque with

order, or cash on delivery

—Discount for Trades

—

Oid Tubes Purchased

from

LIVERPOOL

LIVER TUBES
'-i

i

AS MANUFACTURERS WE CAN
SUPPLY ANY CATHODE RAY TUBE

THAT HAS BEEN MANUFACTURED.

INFORMATION WILL BE SENT ON
REQUEST TO PRIVATE OR TRADE
INQUIRIES.

LIVER ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

CAMEO BUILDINGS
WEBSTER ROAD
LIVERPOOL 7

Sefton Park 3428

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES
UHF 625 BBC1. Modify your set to BBC2 1955 to 1963 models

covered. Complete manufacturers' kits available, or tuners and

IF panels separately. Send for free lisu.

TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain all stations,

trans plug-m types. LABGEAR (Pye) BBCITTA or BBC2 75'-

PERDIO BBC2 70'-, LABGEAR (Pye) MASTHEAD 105'-, Post free.

C.R.T.s Rebuilt by long est. Nat. Co.. New guns Guar, T2 months,

Myllard, Maxda, 14". 17*. £4.5.0; Brimar, Emiscope, £4.15.0, 21

£4.10.0, 110 I7'6 extra, carriage 10'-.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular typ«s avail-

able brand new, exact replacements fully guaranteed, A selection

which can be supplied:

PHILIPS 1768 to I7TGI00 etc.. STELLA
96 1 7 to 1007. etc. « '6

EK.CO 221 to 331 (U25) types 42'6

FERRANTI 1001 to 101 1 (U2S types) 42'd

EKCO FERRANTI (U26 perspex types) 42'6 Alb* Peto

FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc. 45 '6: 306, 308 42'6 onset goott

AD30 I..O.TJ

Available for

MARCONI VTI57. 158. 160. 161 etc.

PHtLCO 1000. 87'6; 1010. 1019 etc.

KB Royal Star PVP20. QVP20
HMV 1840 to 1854. 68'-; 1865 to 1869

1870. 1890. 1910. 1920. etc.

SOBELL TSI7. 346, 48'6; other models
PAM, INVICTA all models
PYE all types available V4 to WOO etc.

Postage and Packing for above LOJ.t 3

65 '6

74'4
78'6
42'6
6S'6
72'6

Oe«ca Pilot

G.E.C. R.G.D.

K.B. Djmtroa
T/ltra Ressatn.

Emerson Etc

j^fj ScMiehael

64"6

C.O.D, 2'6 extra.

* Also available for all sets ic

SCAN COILS. Frame o,p frame osc. transf., width linearity

coils, sound op transf., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol,

controls, line osc. transf.. resistors, condensers, etc.

TUNER UNITS. Fireball. Pye Miniature, incremental, turret!,

channel coils, technical replacements service available.

TAPE REC CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads. Pinch Wheels,

Idlers, Motors for most British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.

SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular

models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers, etc.

ENQUIRIES invited, prices by return. C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR SUPPLIES
64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11

(Callers: S89b. HIGH ROAD (nr Granville Rd), N. Finchley

N.I2), Open all week incl. Sat.. HIL 9118 (Day) SPE 4032 (Evg).
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MflTflRICTCt PLAN wur holidays

llU I UllIO I Oi THE EASY WAY

FROM WEEKEND TRIPS
TO GRAND TOURS IN
BRITAIN AND EUROPE

In 400 BIG Pages this complete motorists
Touring Guide takes you to beauty spots
and famous places in Britain and Europe
—places where you can relax, and- motor
through glorious scenery you'll never
forget It answers your (juesiions, shows
you the best routes for petrol-saving,

its where to stay for a night, week-
end, fortnight or more. It has everything
you need for pleasure

—

ami business im.

160 pages of large-size maps of

British Isles & Europe ( 1 1 x 8§in.)

150 TOWN PUNS
•

Pictorial Guides to Places of interest -87 Scenic
and Sight Seeing Routes - Alpine Tours

Motoring and Touring Phrases IN tl FOREIGN LANGUAGES
including RUSSIAN and SERBO-CROAT,

hound
If) !<:

Attiir

With

matching
iftomu

Oft':

laminated
iW

PACKED WITH TOURING FEATURES
British and Continental Motorway and Road signs. Town and ( iiy
Maps. Sighi-seeing in Highlands is, Moors and Dales.
Lakeland, the Peaks, Snowdonia, Shakespeare Country.
Valley. Alpine and S. nean routes. Pictorial Guides i<»

British and Continental Bmuty Spots. Car Ferries. Air Bridges.
I ransponers with maps. Steep Hills and Mountain Passes.

National |jjrks_aact Forests. Camping and Caravan Sites. Motels.
Annual Events.^otor Racing Circuits. Road regulations. Food
and Wine in Europe. Distance Chan. Laminated Quick- Ref.
Bookmark with Miles 'Kilomeii-
Send today, >uu will be delighted.

r

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

Easy No- interest Terms if kept after

Free Trial

To George Ncwnes. Ltd., 15-17 Long Ape, London, U
JOd Neunes AutomaM & Toukin<; GUIDI without obligation

to buy. It you accept this application I will po<,i 6 - deposit 8 davs
tpi. (hen 107- monthly for 12 months, paving I2l— or return the book. C-ash in g

Ij under 21 mtut Jill up coupon.

[Yds / where apptlcabh

r ftirtiijm

ation

Signatun

(AG)09 1305 1

Itemed wituroitted
1

Pirentl' Kant

. tecoa.

utmt
1


